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On Helping Ourselves 
'.i'he University always has been iu 
-ueed of money; and since the need i!-: 
now greater than ever before we are 
now more than ever concerned how to 
obtain it. Necessarily, since the Univer­
sity is so young, the outstanding argu­
ment to be used in any campaign to 
raise funds vvould be the all-too-obvious 
fact that our present limited facilities 
and outgrown accommodation do not 
allow us to carry o-ut all_ those important 
functions that we could and would will­
ingly undertake: that, while we are 
carrying on cheerfully and giving of our 
hest, we could do more and give more 
under more appropriate conditions. 
Such arguments largely are based on 
promises for the future. But the public 
is more interested in our achievements 
and in our activities of the moment; and 
by these we have a much more. satisfying 
means o·f gaining interest and support. 
There was a time when we felt that 
our efforts were ignored, perhaps even 
despised. There was current a popular 
catch-phrase about the Unive1~sity being 
the home of the idle rich-an amusing 
title when one considers the finances of 
the average student. But, little -by little, 
vrn have been creafng an intere:~t that 
promises much for the future. And this 
is very largely due to the keen and 
whole-hearted concern for the welfare of 
the University that has been taken by 
every member of it. 
Of the obvious public interest that is 
denloped by the good work of our grad­
nates, and that which is created by the 
activities of the staff in the University 
Extension :Movement, little need be saicl. 
which is doing for the University a. wast 
amount of o-ood-an influence that is all ~ . dHie mot·e effective since it is prompte 
essentially by the interest of the workers 
in the work itself. 
Most of the departments of the Univer­
sity are carrying on research. Mucll ?r 
this has no popular appeal ana the pubhc, 
consequently, knows little of the qmiet 
and valuable work that is going on wiith­
in our walls. Other . Jines o·f resear:-ch, 
however, have caught and are holdiing 
public attention in that they have a dir~ect 
econom1r bearing. The energies of ithe 
Biology Department in ih; work on 
pest control and eradication, plant amd 
animal breediing, and other aspects of 
Economic Biology, have attracted att<en­
t·ion ihroughout Australia. 'l1he Univrer­
sity has given its service to the Brisbame 
cross-riYer prohlem, the petrol eum invres­
tigation, and many other problem" in 1the 
scientific and eco:nomic development of 
the State. Such lines of research hm.ve 
aroused a large public interest in tthe 
University. 
'11 he undergraduate efforts have been 
just as well received. This year tthe 
Union has given three entei'tainnient"' to 
the public of Brisbane-the, Commem. 
procession, the Dramatic Society's p1er­
formm1ccs and the Musical Society c<on­
ce1·t. A 11 three have aroused most favornr­
able cornment. - The pro_cessio-n was exroel­
Jent. The topical sketches were wrell 
arrangec1 ana ·appealing; and those in 
charge have canse to be cong-ratulat«'cl. 
The Dramatfo ' Societ)'.' has stagrd tth c 
brst prrformance in its history--a p•er­
formance for which tlw1·e- has been 
Ilnt there is one othe1· influence at work nothing lint praise. The l\fnsical Society 
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also has given the best concert in it~ 'manent public interest in and apprecia­
reco1·<l. At both the Dramatjc and Musi­ t!.on of undergraduate effort . 
oal perfoTmances - 'the . audiences were Thus, although it may be necessary forlarger than ever before. That in itself 
'us . to seek financial support by publ:c is a _sign of growi11g public interest. And 
"drives," there can be no doubt that all ~here are other signs-the second half of bodies of the University-the staff, gradu­
. ,( I' tne musical co"ncert \Vas broadcast from ates and undergraduate:::;-are gradually
,: ' 4QG; the Musical Society has been asked and very surely arousing a much more 
to take part in the forthcoming Brisba11e lasting support of and interest in UniYer­ft1sical Festival; while there is a ~ : ity work by their very efforts to produce
n)mour that the same socjety, with a something very \vell worth while, mai.nly little outside help, is soon to give in Bris­ for the joy of Q.oing it.hane the first performance· in· Queenslan d 
of the Bach B minor Mass. It was this spirit thut created the Book 
·with such an excellent record, both of Student J?enefactor.· whereby students 
societies mu~t haYe even larger audiences personaJly help -the University; and ·it is 
next year. And if they can maintain this this same spirit which surely wili bu]ld up 
high standard, or even improve upon it, a , body of benefactors from peopJe who 
there will be _no difficult;v . in b.ui.lding, lrnve .otherwise no connectio·n with thC' 
upon thj~ int~rest alread}~ ~roused . ~ per- l niversity. 
MY SONG. 
I wish ·that 'I could write a song, 
A song like tremulous, low laughter 
That· lingers .. haunt ing .. so that long 
Long years after 
Both you and I are no thing 1~ore 
Than so much dust whirled by the wind, 
Some seaTcher of an ancient store 
Of books will find 
My verse and marvel at it s loveliness : 
And liow one could in words such thoughtt) 
express. 
How shall· I write t his song of mine? 
In words that ring, in words that dash. 
Loud-sounding words? Or words like \Vine 
That drug the soul? Or \Vords tlnt fla sh 
. Brilliant, swift-\.vinged. like jewels flung 
Under the noon-sky? ·Should they be 
Old, well-worn words, or words yet young, 
Or ·simple words like "you" and "r:1e"? 
vVitl,t you the subject of my rhyme, 
Cannot I write one that will Jive-
A ·sounding gong that rin gs through time? 
1ea:h I not nutke of 'what you give 
·To ··me a monument of ~raipe , 
So ,t\rnt when we are swiftly gone­
'l'hin wind-blown dust of later days­
You and . your beauty will live on'? 
•• , t 
N. E. l\1oore Raymond . 
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The New Chancellor 
'rhis year the University suffered a 
very great loss in the death of it8 Chan­
cellor, the Ifou. A. J. Thynne. In our 
short history we have had a series of 
remarkably brllliant and able men hold­
ing the chief office of the University; 
and it is in no small way due to their 
tale:nt and industry that the Univernity 
has made such excellent progress in the 
s h o r t seventeen 
years of its hjstol'y. 
Sir William Mac­
Gregor, Sir Pope 
Cnop_er, Sir Matthew 
Nathan, and the 
Ilqn. A. J. 'rl1ynne. 
rro any Queernsland­
er · these names 
bring to miml fom 
remarkable per ­
sonalities-mcn who 
always will be re­
membered for their 
great service:-; to the 
State. 'fo us they 
me an sometl1 ing 
more pen;ona l than 
that; for all four 
men liave given 
mnch to the Univer­
sity, and for all that 
the U n i v er s i t y 
mea us. It was, therefore, no light tafik to 
ehooso a fitting successnr to the Hon. A. 
J. 'l'hynne. ' 
'l'he choice of the Senate .has fallen 
npon the Chief tfostice, the Ilon. J. W. 
Blair; and one cannot but feel that we 
haYc iu our prm~ent Chancellor a ma~r 
who will cany on well the work that :-io 
well 1.Jas been begun. It is · also of no 
litfle significance that now: as. Chancellol' 
of the University of Queensland, we have 
a ma:n, born in Queensland, who :::e ener· 
getic public Jife ever has been devoted to 
the· interests of this State. · 
James William Blair was uorn at 
Tpswich in 1871, and was €ducatecl at the 
Ipswich Grammar School. Afte1· his 
school days, though his interests lay 
largely in the directinns of literature and 
engineering. he chm;e the Law as his 
profession. In 189-1: he was called to the 
J3ar and ,entered the chamh'ers of Mr. '11. 
J. Byrnes, then .Attorney-General. A:s a 
barrister he quickly established a reputa­
tion in the profession for his work in 
criminal cases. 
In 1902 he entered politics · aml reprc­
8entecl Ipswich as an Indepcndant during 
the Philp Mini. ·try, and for thirteen year~ 
retained hil::i seat in Parliament as member 
for Ipswich. Jn the 
l\f o i· g a n Ministry 
lir was appointed 
Attorney - General­
this at t11 e early age 
of 32. 'rl1is offi~e he 
continued to· Ji old .i 11 
the sncceccli11 g Kid­
s ton Government 
until its clefeat i11 
1907. From 1907 
until 1912 Mr. Blair 
sat as a privatP 
member; but, from 
1912 until 191G, :iin 
the Denham l\1iniis­
try, he held the mt­
fice of Minister ffor 
Eclucatio~n. 
In 1908 Mr. Bla.tir 
was offered a nortlh­
~rn judgeship, bt nt 
this honom he clfo­
cJi u ed. Looking back it se<.>1m; well fc'or 
C~i1eem;land that he did so, fo1· t11p1·e wn1s 
n1uch useful work that he wa:-i de:-itinec<l 
to perform in the po] itical world. .M.s 
.Minister for Education he was able t h> 
infroclnce many reforms and imprOYfC­
ments in the educational policy of tlhe 
State; and the present system of gxtem­
sion Scholarsl1ips i.· one of thr jnnO\'<a· 
tio11s for which he was respo11sible. 
On his retirement from political liffe 
Mr. Blair again began his nractice mt 
the Bar, and his ability as a lawyer. h1i.-: 
keen intellect and liis remarkable gifib 
as an orator soo11 built fol' him a ffom·j:s};}1­
j11g practice in wllieh lie soon was rcco~g­
njsed as the leading mcmber of the Bau· 
in the Court of Criminal Appeal. 
In 1922, on the retirement of Sir Pone 
Cooprr a11d .Justices Rral :mcl Chubb-, Mr. 
Blair was appointed a Judge of the St~­
August, i92"l. · · GALMAIIi.V.... 
preme Uoud; iri. the Central aud N.01:thern ers of the . day~ His rare gifts, genial per­
divisions. · On ." the death of Mr. Justice sonality and lively interest in men and 
Mccawley in 1925 he succeeded as Chief affairs have made him a familiar figure 
Justice of Queensland. It is a fine tribute throughout the State, and no more popu­
to the - man that this - appointment was lar person co·uld have been cho.sen for · 
made · unanimously·:by a Cabinet of the the position as Chancellor. Long before 
Labour Party, notwithsta:nding the fact his appointment to th~ Judiciary his 
that earlier, in his political career, he had sporting activities and love of music made 
been a strong opponent of the party. him a prominent figure in the social life 
Mr. Blair is no newcomer to the Uni- of Queensland. 
versity. He was a member 01: ·the - first 
Senate o.f the University in i.b-; later years Since his recent appointment to 
and was appointed to the prese·nt body in the - position lie · has shown his 
1925. Further, as .Mfoister for Educa- very active. interest · in o·ur affairs 
tion in the early days 9f the Univer~ity. in many ways. Ile is laying the 
Mr. Blair was brOl\qht m .. y.ery close 'cou - . .foundatiohs- for future ..,vork by seeki·ng 
tact in that anxiot\s_time ~~vlien the policy a close personal acq1iafotance with all 
of the University -W~s belng moulded. " menibers -- o:f the--U:niversity -and with the 
Such, i·n very ,· b~-,ief '·: outline, js ·the activities and methods of a·ll its dcpart­
career of the manewhom· the 'Senate has 
chosen to be its fifth Chancellor. An•l menfa;;. His pers~nal i.nfh1ence in other 
llis personal chara·c·teri ties al:e no less dire.ctions already is bei·ng felt; and we 
remarkable than his' achievement..:;_ The confidently await ·the -good results which 
Chief Justice is ~mdwnf throughout Aus. niust· surely come to us from his associ­
tralia as one of the .most brilliant speal~- ation ·as Chancellor of the' University. 
. ) "'[. .. ..,· 
- -**~-
.· 
- r 
.· 
Graduates :versus Under-Graduates 
~ .r 
Once each year the Men . Ei1~a:cl~atc8 ·As~ ~ i~p~i·t~1i ~s th'e subject is one which 
"' ., .. ~ l - ' ' 1j •. •
sociatio.n challenges ' t~1e iindergr~duate~ th:y may have to debate again~t the 
to a debate. Their objects are fo get into Southern:, · 14~iversities. , ri,he Debating 
closer toucn with thepr~e~ent "stJ·dent~' 'a~d Society, with the consent of the Men 
to aid the UniversitY'·team. in ~ts . preJ)ai'a~· G;adtl:ates A~~ociatio~, is taking adrnnt 
tion for the inter-university debates. age -of the opportunity offered Jo raise a 
little money towards the expem;c~ of tht!This year the chO'sen subject is ''that, Southern trip of the University team. The
under present conditions, celibacy is pre­ debate will be held on Thursday evening,ferable to married life.'' -The pleasure o.f: 
August 4th, i1n the Geology lecture
moving · this ·.motion will fall to the 
theatre.graduates. It will be their aim to dispel 
undergraduate delusions about the happi. The occasion alone should ensure a 
.ness of married life. The teams taking good attenda1nce. Those who last year 
part will be: for the graduates, Dr. F. W. heard the amusing debate between the 
Whitehot'1se, Mesi:frs.' L: D. Wat::;on · and · Graduates and the Imperial U~iversities .' 
R. L. Cooper; for the undergraduateb, team on an allied subject, .need no further 
encm11·agement to attend this . debate,Messl'R. Hardie-, Brndfonl, and Bandiclt. 
. . whjch promi:;:;es io he 1no lf'ss amnsi ng nwl 
For the undergrads. the deuatc i~ mo-s t enter1. a ining. 
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The Bust 'of Sir Matthew Nathan 
The University has now the promised <luring the last few years. Sir Matthew 'ij 
bust of Sir Matthew Nathan, its late head is au interesting study for a sculptor 
Chancellor. This magnificent piece of and absorbingly interesting character 
work, cast in yellowish bronze, stands 011 study Miss Mayo seems to have found it. 
a fine pedestal of maple_ in the Senate Wc have every reason to be proud of 
Room. It is the work of Miss Daplmo po·ssessing such a treasure-a fine work 
.................................................................................................................................................................. 
Mayo·, herself a Queenslander, and is in 
every way a most fitting ornament to th~ 
University and a tribute to the man 
whom it represents. 
The University a ked for a bust of s:r 
Matthew·; and we would have been pleas­
ed with a portrait in bronze. But th(3 
work is very much more than that. It 
8peaks: eloque'ntly the clunacte1· and per­
sonality of tlie mau who srrvc<l 111<' 
University so zealously as Chancellor 
of art to express the individuality of a 
man who has done nrnch for the 
University. 
Of Miss Mayo's work in general it i:-: ! 
not necessary for us to speak. Ile1.. 
1·eputatjon is international. We congrat'1- ­
late ourselves sincerely that the~ 
1 niversity is the first public tody ini 
QH<'C11~land to lrn\'C H.IHl honsc a "'Ol'k: ofl 
her creaLion. 
8 HALMAURA. August., 19~ ·1. 
A Memorial to Kenneth ffoukes Swanwick 
M.embers of the 'G,niycrsi1y will he 
juterested jn the followi11g rxtracts from 
letters;written by Miss Dorothy W. Jo11cs, 
Secretary to the World Association for 
Adult" Educatio11, 16 Russell Square, 
London. .. 
l\fr. Swainvick, a graduate of Sydney~ 
was assoc:lated with the University from 
it~ earliest days, being evening lecturc·r 
in mathematics, aud, at various times, 
pa.rt-time lecturer in other departments. 
During the war he was connected witl1 
. the Ministry of Munitions in London. On 
his return to Queensland he agajn took 
up work at the University, and continued 
to lecture in the Department of Mathe. 
matics until his sudden death in 1925. His 
colleagues and students remember him 
chiefly as a man of most unselfish 
character, keenly anxious ·fo help all with 
whom he came in contact. It is very 
·pleasing to us to know that 11 is me1iiory 
is being kept so fittingly in the heart of 
the Empire. 
Miss Jones writes:­
8th July, 1926. 
"\Ve have been thinki11g about u 
memorial to Mr. Swa1nvick. At a meet- . 
ing of the Council held recently, it was 
agreed that the memorial should take tl1e 
form of the furnishing and cqnipment of 
a room which is to be plac~d at the dis­
posal of our members and visitors from 
overseas. 
"We have i!n ou e roomy arnl well-light­
Prl basement, a big kitclH'n from which 
we have rel11oved the kitchen range and 
inserted a reproduction of an old­
fashioncd dog-grate. rrhe dresser and 
other fixtures haYe been painted bog-oak 
sJrnde, and the wa1ls arc chstempered in 
a. cheerful orange tint. 
'!Leading out of this room is a large 
scullery, where all the necessary prepara· 
tim1s can be made for 1110 sn f)p]y of tea 
nud so f'orth. \Vlwll ll11i:·d1cd · ihr r·oorn 
will be entirely at the disposal of the 
members and visitors from overseas when­
ever they choose to use it, a.nd '"e hope 
it will also be used at some social gather­
ings in conjunction with our committee. 
room upstairs. 
'Hl'hose of our members on the Council 
who know Mr. Swanwick feel that there 
could be no more- fitting tribute to his 
memory in this house than a room co·n­
secrated to good fellowship, because i11 
all his activities in the Adult Education 
Movement over here, he always emphasis­
ed the necessity f.or the social side. W c 
hope very much that this idea will appeal 
to his friends. Oui· object is to furnish 
the room suitably yet quite simply in a 
style which we feel he would have ap­
proved. On a rough estimate it will colit 
£120_'' 
5th April, l!J:!7. 
'' 'rhe Swanwick Memorial room is to 
be ·Opened formally to members ·op. 'l'hur::;­
day next, April 7th. ItJ will, I think, b<.• 
very comfortable. We have a nice tiled 
lino. on the floor. The turn.iture - is of 
natural cane, .with little . glass-top}-Jed 
tables, and we hav:e pretty. chinz curtams 
on the windows.'' 
rrhe World Associatio.n for Adult 
Education was founded by Mr.. AlberL 
Mansbridge, who is Chairman of the 
Council, to promote . better under­
standing amongst the peoples of the 
present generation and citize.ns of 
all countries. Mr. Swanwick, who was 
in London ·when the movement was in­
augurated, by being wholly in sympathy 
with and enthusiastically interested in 
it, did much to help on the good work. 
rrlie central office was first at 13 Jo·hn 
Street, Adelphi, Str~nd, bt~t as the move~ 
ment grew and the "·ork i~wrcased 
enormously these ropn:is were found to be 
far too small, and in July, ] 926, the:.n_ew 
premises in lG Russell Square ~ere 
occupied: arn1 it js her' that. 1l1e Hwm1 ­
. \Yj ck 1\Iemorial room has b~en o·pencd. 
August, 1927. GALMAHRA. ! 9 
'The Duke of York 
'rlie University has now upon its Jil':it of 
members the name of IIjs Royal Higlrne:-;s 
the Drike of York. The degree of lil.D. 
(honoris causa) was conferred wjth all 
that pomp and pageantry that hefit the o·c­
casion. There was the procession, the 
I.atin oration, the Prince's i·epl,,·. The1·c 
'~as also the mur-:;ic of the State oreltcstra. 
And there was the undergraduate part of 
the proceedings, without which any de­
gree ceremony might be dull. 
· It is not often that t]rn Tnivcrsity 
chooser-:; to enlarge its lir-:;t of graduates 
with honora.ry drgreeR. · Tt ma~r he r1ecadC' ~-; 
bC'forc wr can Jiayr again the opportnnit;ty 
of welcoming 
Family. It jg 
the hall " ·as 
people who 
of interer-:;t in 
ment at the 
a member of the Roya'al 
110 wonder, therefore, thmat 
crowded-crowded witlth 
carrjed away thonghtit.· 
the ceremony, an~l am ns<:se­
n11dergTaduatc com.ment~t:;;. 
And judging from tfi e· letter of appreciaia-: 
tion which the Union has received fromm 
his private secrrtary, no one was mor1re 
interested and amused than the Dnkk!" 
himself. 
We co·ngratnlate ourselv0s that now wwe 
ean regard His Ro~·al ITighnrss as i=t rnrmm­
b<"1· of our TTniYf'l'Sitv. 
--**-­
·Charles Robert Mclean 
A Memorial. 
The University lo·st one of it::; finest 
gradates at the death of U. R McLean. 
..1\I.~c., early in Novem,ber last year. 
After eight years at 'the Townsville 
(frammar · School, ~0£ which in his lasl:. 
year he had been head hoy, and captain 
of cricket and football, Charles Robert 
McLean entered th-e Queensland Univer­
. sity in 191~, having won a scholarship at 
the early · age of sixteen. He straight­
way entered thoroughly into 'Varsity life, 
played in the. first XI rund the first XIII, 
:md was treasurer of the Men's Union ]n 
his final year. He graduated in Mareh 
1921, with second-class honours · in 
Biology. 
Following µ-raduation -he taught for 
..fi.ye . years at his old school. His succes~ 
was brilliaint. To him in large measure 
was due the conr-:;istency, remarkable for 
a small school. with which the Townsville 
school gained a position in the scholar­
~hip lists. while at the same time he hiifl 
the foundations of many brig-ht cricket 
nnd football careers. In 1926 · he was 
appointed Scieince Master at · Acot:s Col­
lege. Sydney. which position he continued 
to 110ld until · his death. 
So much for Jtis career, ·of 'w1,ii1lt ~uffi ­
~font hns . ne{\Tl r~latecl to indicat~ tliat it 
was one of fine achievement for a m~um 
o·f his years. Those' who fonew hin{ be~t.:t 
while deploring a bright future too earl;l~· 
cut short, are harder hit by the dee-en 
personal losF! which his death inflicbt8. 
Undergrads. of the 1918-1920 period wilill 
remember the sttfrdy, self-reliant, enem· . 
getic youth whom they 'lrnew as "Po<lge ~" 
McLean, wl10se overflowing spirits leed 
him into every "rag" from the ordinar~·y 
eollege rai.d to. playimg ring-a-rosy rounad 
unimaginativ.e po·licemen- they will ra-e­
membcr him as he was then, and will finnfl 
it hard to think of him as dead. Some o or 
ns were privilf'ged to know him in thhc 
maturity of hir-:; gifts, aind to discover. i in 
more i.ntimate friendships, qualiticies 
which even the continual rnconntcrs cof 
the undergra<l.. period mav not haYe N'e­
Yealecl. And we remember a manhly 
fellow, determined, courageous, generorn1s: 
a fe1low who· worked ·hard and playeed 
hard; eYe1· ready for a jest, yet quick 1to 
sympathise and quick to help. To us it 
IS but the best of poor co.nsolation 1to 
reflect now that he is gone, that it is am 
honom to have called him friend. 
F.H.W. 
10 GALMAHRA. August, 1927. 
Student Benefactions 
As the intention of these reports to 
'' Galmahra'' is to make them i11to a contin­
uous history of the Student Benefactiou:t 
plan, it is inevitable that some things ap­
pearing in them will seem like ancient 
history. 
To ~ake up the parable, however, from 
last report, it will be remembered that 
the aim suggested by the imb-committee 
was: fifty pounds at least in each of the 
Faculty funds before Degree Day! 'l'hjs 
aim was not realised, for two very good 
reasons. Ffrstly, student benefactor.:, 
preferred to· gang their own gait and give 
to funds other than thoHe of the 
Faculties, which is quite a healthy sjgn of 
interest. Secondly, the time remain1ng 
after the Duke's visit was too· short to 
allow the committee's aim to be widely 
known. But the results were very good 
in spit.e of this; even on the very morn~ng· 
of D~gree Day a newspaper paragraph 
brought in several gifts by telephone. A 
total in all funds of £306/10/ 3 was 
reached on thi$ day, when tile -Bo·ok of 
Student Benefactors formally was pre­
sented to the Cl;i.ancellor by the President 
·of the Universitv Union.
. ., '~ . 
Amounts iri S.B. Fund. 
Since :qegree Day mo~·e gifts have come 
to hand, and the separate totals then and 
now (23rd ~uly) are as follow:­
£ :s. d. £ s. d . 
Library Fund 174 4 10 180 10 10 
Arts Faculty Fund 13 13 16 4 O 
Science ..... . l7 2 17 2 6 
Engineering · .. . 18 16 19 17 o 
Law ... ·,. , r.:. 2 2 2 2 o 
Union ....... . . 11 . 5 11 5 
Sports ... , ... . 1.5 . 5 . 17 7 o 
Specified Gifts 48 13 8 2 19 4 
Unspecified p u r-
poses 5 8 10 8 13 4 
Grand Total .. £306 10 £356 1 1 
As the total gifts on the fat .Tannary wc1·1• 
£25~/12/5, it is highly plrasing to· 0 recorfl 
an increase over £100 in thr fi1·st half ,,p
tl1is ;vear, ­
The Book of Student Benefactors. 
'rlrn S.B. Book has aroused general ad­
miration and satisfaction, not to say 
surprise, at its artistic quality. The Union 
is to he congratulated on having added a 
unique .work to the few artistic treasures 
as yet in Queensland, a-W·ork wholly Aus­
tralian in materials and craftsmanship, 
and having an increasing significapce as 
the years roll by, and the signatures of 
students fill up it pages. Both the City 
and the Country Press of Queensland 
published paragraphs and appreciative 
articles on the book. ·which was ex­
hibited in Paling's window in Queen­
street. Before coming~ to Brisbane it had 
heen i:;hown: ali:;o in the Univel'sity of 
Sydney and in the Mitchell library, be­
sides receiving full notice in several of 
the Sydney papers. A paragraph from 
the "Sydney Morning Herald" is worth 
quoting:-'' The work is truly . mag-nifi­
cent, and the glory of having one's ·name 
written indelibly on parchment betwe~n 
these marvelfous covers should Max 
money even from people as traditionallv 
penniless as undergraduates. · With 
supreme optimism the University (se. 
Union) has made an enormous v'olume of 
this work, sufficient to hold thousani{s of 
names, but one with a. knowledge of the 
ec.o·noniics ·of ·TJniver~ity students i~ in­
clmed to fe~1r that wh~n the last benefac­
tor 8igns his .name he will look h"1<>k on 
the first immription with ~omething of 
tlie incredulous wonder we bestow on the 
Piltdown skull and other prehistoric 
thfogs." 
The fears of the writer of the last sen­
tence need not: wo·rry us, nor even our 
own danger of becoming- in some sens1~ 
"nrehistoric."' The book js calculated t., 
holil the si~patures of al1out t.wo cen­
i·11rif's of ~tudei:Jts: lf by t!ivinQ' Ntch one 
lu1lf an incli of immortality instead o-f 
tl1rce-01.rnrters. . it lasb:; lon!!'er. Ro much 
ili" better! Moreovrr, tlH' css<'nce of thP. 
Rn. nlan js that it is <'Ontinnm~s. r1Pvefon­
l"1Pntal. cumulatiYe. Tt js ::il~o 0blivion­
rw0of: thr hand-written sl1crts · at the bP.­
n>i17nin<r · of the Book of Benef::ictors con­
i <lin ::ill tlw essf'hti<1ls of thr -pfan, RO that 
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if it marked time for a century it could Some Detafils of Gifts. 
begin again merely by a student openin~ The rnmal undergraduate voluntary 
the book and carrying on. co-llt•etion on Degree Day added £1/2/6 
The congratulations and thanks of i he to the Union Furnishing Fund. The 
Committee - have been expressed to the women students of Second Arts had 10/­
----=--~==·~·----·---~1 
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artists, Miss Eirene Mort and Mis!'l .._Joni 
\\Teston, who have regarded the work o.f. 
iwo months rather as a labour of love. 
The cost of the book to the , Union jn 
materia]8 and workmanship is about £6 ~). 
over from their procession display. They " 
thought of giving -this to the Arts Facult~r 
Fund, .but in so doing they made it gro'~ 
by 8ome mysteriou8 pro·cess to £1/10/-. 
An external student, who had already 
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given a contribution, felt impelled to 
send a threefold sum on graduation. 
Fryer Memorial Libr.ary. 
This welcome gift of a reading library 
of Australian literature wa8 initiated by . 
the Dramatic Society, as described :in the 
last report. Since then the University 
has purchase_d_ a bookcase big enough for 
the needs of some time to come. 'rhe 
book-case is well-made, of well Rea8onecl 
Queensland cedar, and has an individual­
ity in keeping with its purpose. Th e 
next step is to buy books with the 
Dram_atic Society's gift, and to receive 
as many others as students, past or pre­
sent, desire to g'ive. Temporarily, there 
will be room in the case for the TTnio11 
Library of bo·oks of academic interest 
initiated by the gifts oi H. J. J. Sparks. 
The Dramatic Society de8erves well (il 
the University. Tl1eir last. pe'rrormance 
was not only most enjoyable, but also, -01'1'' 
hears, most profitable, and the Society 
lrns already decided to allot as much as 
nossible o·f the proceeds to another 
Student Benefaction-this time the Unfon 
Furnishing and Equipment Fund. Jt 
looks as though TT.Q.D.S. is gieHinO' the 
habit! · :--­
S.B. P~licy. 
'l1he next need is a table for the iUsplay 
of the Book of Student Benefactors in the 
Library. Of co1irse, ~ny old table wi~.h a 
glass case would do, but there is prnspcct 
at present of something much bette1· 
heing acquired by the University-a tabfo 
of Queensland bean tree of special ~lesign, 
suitable for the particular purpose, and 
for use in ceremonial functions. 'I'll is i~ 
worth waiting for. 
The S.B. committee are also planning 
to secure a suitable book-plate and design 
for inscriptio-n on brass for all Student 
Benefactors. Once again, only the best 
wm do for this purpose. Further, the 
~ommittee desire that all Benefactors wbo 
have not yet signed the book should -do 
so as '8oon a8 possible, or authorise pro:rimt 
1-o do it for tliem. Students Rre asked to , 
bring the matter to the attC'nt.ion o.f any~ 
whom they know from the list posted in 
the vestibule. 
Finally, the committee are compiling a 
"book of needs" and po8sible sources of, 
:;upply. Suggc8tions of either needs or 
11<~ans of fuJfilling them, will he welcome,d 
F.W.R 
RONDEAU. 
I cannot say to you what I 
·would gladly say. And, though I try, 
. Though thoughts of music, lovely things, 
Surge in my breast, their music brings 
No words, no token of my cry. 
My· v.oice is still, its accents die, 
There are no words for my reply. 
My thoughts, that beat their prisoned wingc:. 
I cannot say. 
And songs within me drifting by 
Fade as I try to .sing them-fly 
And leave -behind mere echoings, 
Faint ghostly emblems-why, oh why 
I cannot say! 
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The Argonauts 
For the members of the Eight the la8t 
week of the First Term went out in a 
mad ·orgy of two courses a night ; and the 
standing jokes of the earlier weeks, ''just 
up to the corner" and " ·make it a steady 
paddle, get a go-od catch, and a hard finish 
but don't do any work"-an unfailing 
source of ironic mirth-came to be re­
garded in the light of the good old days 
of the centenarian. Our final Sunday in 
Brisbane was the occasion of a most excel­
lent three. mile, which gave us tremendous 
· encouragement. . on the Monday Four and 
· ; Reven departed, and were followed next 
·> ,i : day by the remainder. An earlier start 
· ·would have been made but for the fact 
that Bow and Six, inspirefl by the call of 
rluty and a fear of Lytton, were attending, 
il'}.. their intervals hetwccn 1·ow~, thrir 
:tnnual camp. 
On the journey clown we acquired a 
'1·611 of rugs and a suit case. A suspicio'Il 
of kleptomaniac tendencies in one of our 
m~µihers was~ however, finally allayed _by 
the assumption that our foundlicgs had 
com_e to us during the mmal display of 
incompetence to which the railwav 
officials treated us at the Border. Event~­
ally, after .more than t.he usual allowance 
of unaccountable stoppages ,_ the express 
arrived in Sydney many minutes late; with 
the result that such of om friends who 
had gathered to me.et us had to he con­
tented with carrying on a rear-gua1·d 
action of careB8eS and conversation be­
tween platfo.rmR. Shortly afterwards we 
were being welcomed to Emn Plains by 
our advance party with tales of tlrn lnxnr-­
iousness of the apartments that awaitrd 
us at our 110tel. · · 
It was labelled "The Orient,?' either 
from the truly oriental slovenliness of its 
management or merely from the fact tlrnt 
it lay on the weFJt ·side of Penrith.. In the 
house itself we disconred all the morP 
m.odern inconveniences; but the conduct 
of the bar trade was apparently som0thing 
mo·re tlian orillnary. However, there 
were, . ~·edeemfog features, principally 
quantities of food. Nevertheless. it was 
on tlie occasion of om· :first rnrn l that M1·. 
Watson circulated his fin;t '' bon mot.' ' 
Prompted by the information that the 
Tasmanians were staying at t.he "Red 
Cow,'' and by the delicacy of the table 
appointments, .he felt assured that we 
were living at the "Fair Cow." 
That afternoon we went down to try 
out the boat which was housed, together 
with the others, in what one of the Sydney 
papers later described, either by mistake 
or in a burst o-f heavy sarcasm, as an 
''improved shecl. '' We made a favour­
able impression on the other crews (at 
least from their point of yie,,~ ) by onr 
first showing. This, how<.>ver, waP. to be 
expected. New oarR, diffe1·ent swiv0ls, 
and, most o.f all, a-n enti1·rly clifferrnt type 
of boat, helped out by a_ long train 
journey, combined to achieve the most 
uncomfortable of rowB. Bnt on the fol­
lo·wing clay a general overJrnul and an 
adjustment of riggers alleviated most of 
these discomforts, though the weig-ht and 
the width of the boat was still a cause of 
much comme~nt, and "barge" was one of 
several more pointed but less 1·efined 
epithets which were applied to ·it. 
On Thursday night o-nr training work 
~nded in a visit to the pictnre theatre. 
·· Here ..the visiting oarsmen 'vere ~iYicallv 
1•eceived by the Mayor of Penrith, wh~ 
welcomed us as · ''noble boat-pullers," 
" ·naval oarsme:n, " ·and "gianfa of sport '' 
with a fine disregard for all the accept~d 
views on the position o.f the "h" and the 
use of the "g." He was followed by 
another member of the all-star cast which 
had gathered to receive us. His brother · 
alderman, a confident in the reco11ection 
of thP. discreet ''Hear! Hear 's '' of church 
bazaars and scho·ol prize-givin~s. expound­
ed the many wonders of Pe,nrith. fo1· 
~vhi<:!h he appeared to be largoely respon~­
1ble. Ue <:!Oncludecl by reaclin!? a ~heaf of 
paper cuttings which he produced from 
somewhere about his person with all tlw 
air of an amateur conjnro·r, giving expe1·t 
a-nd hig11ly complimentary onfoions on the 
Nepean as a con;rse, in which hr, in corn.. 
mon with an tJ1r citizrns of h.is viJlagr. 
cfo~p1aye<l a pri<.lr. Rii1fnl lwrai1S<'' it w:-is 
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unjustifiahle, seeing that they were in no 
way responsible for its undoubted excel­
lence. For our further entertainment 
recitations, solos and monologues were 
perpetrated, as well as a gymnastic exhi­
bition in the guise of a drum solo with 
band accompaniment.. 
Such was our first taste of the lavish 
hospitality · of Penrith. Nothin.g like it 
had happened for years a:nd th.e inhabit­
ants, as Mr. Watson put it, were ready 
to give us the town. We were free to 
all entertainments, we were honorary 
members of the Golf and Tennis Clubs, 
and had a standing invitation to· the 
Schopl of Arts to read or play billiards. 
So great was the stir created that the. 
local milliner produced a special line of 
''.Varsette'' hat with which the rural 
beauties might more easily intrigue us. 
On Saturday night we were entertained 
to a dance by the residents of Emu Plains, 
whn, since we were the o:nly crew qual"'-' 
tered there, seemed to regard us as their 
special property. Of their kindness we 
cannot say too much. Mr. and Mrs. 
Hunter: in particular, seemed to regard 
us as a band of adopted prodigal sons, 
and treated us accordingly; while·, for our 
part, we were o'llly too ready to excha·nge 
the husks at the Odent for the fatted calf 
of '' Yodalla. '' 
In the meantime training rows were in­
~lulged in twice a day (though as a form 
of indulg·ence they are not to · be recom­
mended) and· our rowing improved tre­
mendo·usly. But here we struck trouble. 
Our shoulder lift failed to produce a cor­
responding lift in the boat, and in des­
peration Mr. Watson decided that late as 
it was he would try to obtain a Ughter 
boat. Our obliging friends in Emu Plains 
took us. up to Parramatta; and after much 
telephoning we returned disappointed to 
Penrith. This was not the end. Other 
troubles appeared for .which we L:i.id the 
blame on the change of ·condihonR. Though 
pot apparent to · the O'utward view they 
were nevertheless extremely serious. 
·whereas in Brisbane it was thc..hottom ,of 
fhe eight which received our attention1• it 
was turned, in Penrith, to the plural ·of 
the term. Cotton wool and sticking plaster 
of an incredible ::ic1·e:1gc were requisi.­
tioned and the minor operations which 
· were now part of the necessary prepar­
ation for. a row would have provided a 
more 'interesting· picture tha!J. ~ere bath­
ing_:_for which press photographe~S fre. 
quently invited us to pose in the icy 
shallows of the Nepeaai with a cailous lack 
of foeling' for the lack of feeling which 
such a proceeding produced. 
It was whi1e bathing that we ha4 om 
first exp'erience of' the majesty of the 
law. Its embodiment, the local policeman, 
with all the officiousness of a newly 
appointed school prefect, delivered .· the 
ultimatum that, in view of complaints 
received, we must either shelter ourselves 
with 'the inadequate indec'en.cy of a co·tton 
bathi~g suit o'r . be gaoled. _ Howey~~·, hr. 
did not concern himself with us again and 
we . were happy in the realisation of the 
humanity of policemen.' But we were :not 
so happy when we -realised that the , ex­
r.oriatfons which betray sufferings on a 
, Rliding i;;eat, were .reall°y mor.e .than thefr 
. own,ers cared. to make out. · 
We ,filled in a morning, which was to 
give them .a chance · to heal, by. a trip to 
Katoomba, . where our friends -ot. Emu 
Plains had offered tg take us . . He.re we 
gazed . at precipices and waterfalls .with 
the admiration ·of would-be suicides, 
. expr.essed· our. wonder to- the best -of our 
ability and to the · satisfMtion of our 
·guides ;·and then returned ·to· row. 8even 
had not healed so ·we took out a Me1­
bcmrne emergency in his· place.- . 
Next day, with the support of fivt> 
thickn'.esses of cotton wool, we· were· able 
to re~mme our usual course· of life, un­
moved' 'by the competition which . was 
i:?Oing on 'hetween' the rest of the crews­
a twofold competition as to · who should 
l'ace highest. a:nd who should be. most un­
trnthful aR to the time over the full course. 
Tn both West AuRtralia was easily first: 
they always paddled at a steadv fortv 
and nightly lied mo·nRtrolrnly and uncm~­
vi.ncingly about tlieir time and tl1eir 
clearance. 
The clay before the race was spent in ~ 
light row in the morning and a re~t in the 
afternoon. dnring which somt> of the crew 
managed a trip to Minchinbury cellars. 
The day of thr race cfawned-or rftther 
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did iiot dawn but remained mi8crahly dull 
and col<l with a fine mist of rain. T:i-, the• 
afternoon we left our I vadega1-ed Olltl'L' 
coverings which had evokrcl tl;e witticism 
that we should have been called St. 
~oseph 's, and took our new s1nglets a11ll 
Clean shorts under our overcoats to the 
slied. Here there was some delay i:n leav­
ing and more nn the way cfown, with the 
· fesult that the start was forty minutes 
late. Once the crews got ·into posHion, 
all went smoothly. All doubts as to space 
at the start were set at rest as each crew 
~ad more than enough room. In a few 
minutes we were all lined nn and the 
start was made from as perfect an align­
ment as could be. wished. vVe !!O·t off thf' 
mark well, leaving West 'Australia ::iml 
Tasmania, but the posHjom; wer<:> not 
maintained for long. West Austra1ia 
began to move out with Sydney close up. 
At the mile mark they were leading com­
fortably from Sydney, though Melbourne 
was cJo.se and rowing strongly.. ·Between 
the others there was little to choose; and 
since- we expected to be behind at the 
.mile we :were littlB deterred. At the mile­
- and-a-half Melbourne .was making a deter­
mined effort to catch West Australia. and 
..succeeded in \decreasing their lead. Tas­
mania was rowing a vigorou8 third. with 
Adelaide, who had. sp.rinted, . close up. 
Sydney was · gradually fall~ng back: and 
her€, striking -the double wash from 
· Adelaide a:nd Sydney, we were unsettled · 
until we ilrew ]Pvel again. . West Australia 
still maintained a good lead from Mel. 
bourne., who repeated the proces·s on the­
remainder, whom very little separated. At 
~ the two mile mark we realised that onr 
chance of winning was g.one. Tlrn strain 
. of drag-gi1ng our harge through the wafol' 
· was tellin!! heavHy · against us. West 
Aus'tralia. Melbourn~ · and Tasmania main­
tained that order to the end, while 
ArlcJaicle bPat Sydney (w1rn- hacl rrcoverrd 
somewhat ) into fourth plae<'. \Ve conH.: 
in a not inglorious laHt-.. Nl'rdless to say 
we were keenly disappointed. 
Before we left that night for Sydney, 
where the Sydney Boat Club was con­
soling us with a dinn<>r ~ it was Four's 
U!D.pleasant duty to settle with our host 
the amount of our indebtedness to 
him, and to finish an argument on the 
subject which had commenced before 
we left for the race. \Vith a some­
what feminine belief in the infallibility 
of the police he requested them to inter­
fere on liis behalf. The force. however. 
refused (with an oath or two) to take 
any action and qualified its refusal with 
a few well cho8en remarks on extortion. 
Four then proceeded to finish '"ith our 
host, and we were rnablecl to make a1. 
unobtrusive departure from E~u Plains. 
The dinner that :night wRs t11e- usual 
dismal combination of forced hilarity and 
unaccustomed intoxication, ::it w11ich we 
maintained our reputatio'll for anivinµ­
late; but we also left as early as nossible. 
Next afternoo:n we entrained fo1· Bris­
bane. Our welcom'e to 011Pe11sland was 
not what we expected. We had left with 
stories still ringfog jn 01u' ears of the 
splendid generosity of certain \VeRt Aus­
tralians who by nayingo mnch o.f their 
crew's exp~:nseR ]rnd Jwlned them towardi;; 
success. The PresR informed ns that 
"Queensland had been honelessly out­
classed;" and, while RhowinP' that con­
venient trait characteri~tic of the Press­
-for rallyingi to_th~ winni11!! RinP. 11::id yet 
condescend·ed td g-ive the nndp1· clog- a 
kick. Then it was we rPali~ed that in 
Brisbane we must follow the Shakespear­
Pan precept an<l. remember with ::iflvant­
ages what feats we dicl that rlF1.v: tho·ugh 
nroprietytorbade us from a<lhering- too 
closely to that which :lfao ClemanCIPd that 
we ''Rh ow 0111" Rears.'' 
·. 
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Impressions 
\Vhen we wel'e at school we wen;, 11u111y 
of us, given a comp.osition to write on 
''Town and Country Life.'' At leas.t 1 
was, and I wrote it. Labo·riously I wrote 
it, and know not now what I wrote. But 
oft'entimes there come to me thoughts 
which rierchance would ·fit the theme. To­
day I am lnrntling home fr~m the . city 
between the hours of five and six and 
thoughts on town life are insistent. 
·whence the fascination of forming one 
unit. of a crowd~ Yet fascination it is, 
most certain. But in some moods only 
can I enjoy, nay revel in the rush, the 
noise, the ordered confusion o.f the city's 
din. Here are countless beings, constant 
movement8. Each one acts for himself, 
none appearR to think of any but of him­
i;;;elf: each has his own purpose, immed­
iate, absorbing, compelling, filling his 
horizon to the exclusion of all els<'. Haste 
seems the keynote of the scene; eager­
ness glows on every face. , 
To-day I can enjoy it all; as · I, too, 
hurry on my . way, in the approaching 
dusk, I can dissociate myself, as it were, 
from the crowd, can feel as something 
apart, and can respond to the inexplic­
able fascination of the lights, the noise, 
the very cries of the newspaper boys, 
with a feeling of elation. And I .wonder 
again what really can be the mysterious 
force that draws me thus, that thus 
quickens my feelings in regard to these 
many other atoms of humanity. ·They 
are here, I am here. I am with them, 
am_ong them yet I am npt of them.. I wait 
.for my tram ; many others wait for trams 
-min<' or another. Quickly I scan their 
facei;;;: workmen are there, one smokin~ 
his pipe, lrnnds in pockets; one listlessly 
prrnsb1g his paper, new-Jnll'chasccl; 
'another devouring his with avidity. Othel' 
two· carry on an .animat.ed co.nvenmtion 
on the ]mprovements they could <'ffect in 
the management of the tramway system; 
tl1e woman behind. her arms filled with 
grocerirs, lii;;;tC'ns earnestly. A little . girl 
sits o.n an ungainly suitease upon 1he 
footpath, hrr ryes round and qnrstion­
ing, glued on the po·liceman who rrgT1­
lntcs thr traffic. What intense aclnrit­
ntion, what profound queries :fill her 
mind at this moment? Anxict;v, weo:i,ri 
ne:-;s, fanguor, hol'cdom, self-satisiactiou, 
bencYolence, condescension_:.what do 
these attitudes and expressio·ns uot 
represent1 
Ah, my tram-the typical city ''cram­
car. '' Crowded though it is I climb in, 
deposit my small bag, . plant my feet 
astride it, and with a sigh of relief, grip 
the o·ne available space on the bar above. 
I turn my attention to my companions. · 
My thoughts are arrested by the concen­
trated gaze o·f an old man with white, 
shaggy beard. His ·eyes are fixed on me, 
piercing me-no : rather, they are focus­
sed beyond me, searching into Infinitude, 
the boundless realm of thought. Both · 
his work-worn 'hands grip the bar before 
him he leans forward in attitmle intent, 
his 'scant time-whitened lo·cks blowing 'in 
the wind, as he gazes. His gaze is the 
bO'aze of a seer. 'Vhat career lies . behind 
him1 Whence is he ·1 I have never seen 
him before, to my knowledge: most prob­
ably I shall never see him again. ''Ships 
that pass in the night--· ." My thoughts 
riot on. Yes, white felt hats may be nice, 
but they soon hecome soiled. Two· ladies 
with hats of varying shades of red sit 
side by side. The reds are both violent, 
and how they clash! What a number 
choose to wear such reds just now-mnst 
trying colours for the average woman! 
Such is the game of fashion,-a sort of 
crystallised rendering of '' FoUow the 
Leader,'' or possibly '' 0 'Grady says~'' 
Such determination in the face of that 
young man yonder. One · could imagine 
him a world leader, an advocate for th~ 
highest and best or-for· what. 
But my gaze reaches the sky. Out 
over the hill, far beyond the city's haze 
is the sun.-;et-one mass of crimson cloud­
flecks. floafing in a sea of gqld and red. 
which spreads its loveliness half-way to 
the zenith. My racing thoughts are 
quelled : in passivity I look and loo·k 
again, as that beauty reaches my soul. 
·At this moment thoughts of m~ home in 
the c'ountry are near and dear. There 
tram-cars are unknown, unnecessary. 
But-I have ridden past my stop! 
Darkness is almost here, I must walk 
back. Anticlim(l:x ! B.A.T. 
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Eugeni~s and Civilisation 
Among the problems which confro·nt 
Australia to-day, pe'rhaps that of popula­
tion is the most fascinating· and most 
important. A study of our popnlatio·ll 
curves reveals that we are 8urely upon 
the threshold of a tremei1clous increase in 
population similar to that which has 
taken place in England sjnce 1800, ·and 
to that in ·progress in U.S.A. A stndy of 
the agents which influence the increase 
of population brings us to an understand­
ing of quite a number of probl~ms which 
concer11 us at present. 
rrhe power of multiplication is vast; 
but to population cknsity there is a limit 
at which people would be upon the verge 
of starvation. Actually it is desired to 
limit a population at its optimum density, 
so that the average n'la.n 's lot is the best 
obtainable. A· fairly dense population 
aids agriculture and secondary industry 
alike, because of low cm;ts of transport 
and di.stribution, permanent demand for 
·goods, and an adequate army of workers 
to allow of economic . divi~ion of labour 
~nd mass pro·duction in. industry. 
For many years we ·have · been anxious 
. because of the declining bfr~hratc, but it 
is now evident that this is not in itself a 
real - difficulty. rrhc ·troubk lies b1 the 
fact that -there is a decline jn the birth­
rate of the mentally and physically fit, 
whih:;t that of the feeble-minded. 
mediocre and ill-cared for people remains 
high. . Indeed, there is a f'tf'acly increase 
in · · the number of mentally deficient 
people in Australia. 
Further, population incnascs with in­
c1·eaRc of knowledge, and of: skill jn . tl1c 
a1·ts and sciences. . In moden1 times ma.n 
is striving to shape his own destiny, and 
not to leave i1- to chance. He is striving· 
to understand euthenics-the science of 
learning how to live wel1. H ~ is engage·{ 
upon the task of subduing Iris surround­
ings to suit himself. He has to. 1110:ve 
,wa,:rD.y or he . becomes tai1gled in. Nature's 
: mesh, and is lost. . ,Man set .out upon this 
-task many thornrnnds of years . ago, .and 
' f01md that the first 11rcessar? step wm; 
ihc elaborntion of a. meihod of lirnitin~r 
methods without really uuclerstauding 
what he was doing. rro-day he is begin­
ning to see th-e necessity for this action 
in a far different light from that in which 
he ever saw it before. 
rrhere are grnun<l::; for thinking 
that birth control ca.n do much to 
alleviate the ::;ufferiug and mi::;ery 
<:;rising from a rapid seq ucuce of chil<l­
bfrtlis. Birth control in itself has been 
~hown not to be a cause of the falling 
birthrate, rather docs it. tend to bring 
about a fall in infant mortality,. and so to 
increase the effective birth-rate. In India 
1hc birth-rate is 40 and the death rRtc 30 
per thousand; in England the figure;-; .are 
~+ aml 1-!. so that the survival rate- i~ 
still 10. ln Austrafot it is 23 and JO. 
sm·viYal 13. Rai8i.ug the status of women, 
better .living conditio-ns, higher wage~, 
and a more equitable di::;tribution <>f the 
pay e11Yclope are found to he cau::;es of 
the falling bfrth-ratc rathrr than inccn­
ti Y<"S to raise large families. 
So n1 uch for the factors iuft urneing the 
quantlty of our population; but what o.f 
its quality? rrhis is the crux of the whole 
qne~tion. AH people arc not born with 
the same innate mental and physical en­
dowment. It is obviom; that we should 
e.i1cl eavour to fm;ter only those people 
who ·arc desirable brcausc they lack 
defects. Mens sana in corporc sano ! 
Who iR to judge the .ta Jen tcd, the inte1li­
gent, the energetic ? Most of our presrnt 
day tests are crude and unreliable. rl'rue 
culture-acfrdt:v of . thought; rec0ptive­
ness to beauty-is just that Yital part of 
edncatio·n which cannot be testrcl by the 
ordinary examinatfo~. rrhc culture oE 
science is not for the examination room. 
Indeed democracy it<elf is at best a 
system for mediocrities, its only impetus 
is an occasional leader who co'lllbi nes 
original thought with the necessary 
energy to defy convention, and to force­
or coax-his fellmvs to see his view. 
Worlds are made o:E little men who have 
n:o · time for the dreamers, tb e architects 
of greatness. 
Jimn'vcr, imperfect as they m·~ , our 
srstems of jnclgiJ1g_ intelligeJJCC a1·e 811 f'fi ­
liis increase. He achieved this by s~vcral ciently advauced to make · a start in tl1<.: 
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objective of bettering the human race. It 
is assumed on fairly accurate grounds that 
the unskilled and irregularly employed 
workman is Oln the average less highly 
endowed mentally than are the so-called 
upper and middle classes. A century ago 
these two classes muWplied at much the 
same rate; indeed, probably more of the 
better endowed survived than of the less 
intellectual members of society. Now­
adays the position· is reversed. For every 
two children of intellectual parentage 
there are three from the mentally inferio·r 
strata of society. In the next generation 
the ratio will be two to four, in the next 
two to six, and so on. Much of the slum 
population of cities_:._the criminal types, 
chro·nic drunkards, and such like--nre not 
only blessed with a hereditary <lefective 
mentality, but these people are extra­
ordinarily prolific as well. - At one time 
the majority died; but now, under ou~· 
philanthropic schemes, they are careful~y 
nurtured and allowed to breed recklessly: 
increase their numbers, and throw the 
support of their children upon the State. 
Surely Society has a right to· protect itself 
from a repetition of these hel'cditary 
blunders. A .notable case recorde0. is 
that of a man, fictitiously named K::i.llikak, 
who had 480 direct descendants by a 
feeble-minded girl, the great majority of 
whom were below normal intelligence. 
Later the same man married another 
normal girl, and had 496 mo-re descen­
dants, all of normal mentality. These 
two families lived under similar f'nviron­
mental conditions, so that the conditions 
approximate to a scientific experiment. It 
has been shown, too, that genius is also 
heritable to· a surprisingly high degree. 
The traits of man are heritable; the· 
race can be improved by judicious breed­
ing; the prevention of racial clegern~ration 
J.s of transcende.nt importance. Snch are 
the claims of the science of eti.genics. 
Eugenics has been most aptly defined as 
''the agencies under social control that 
may improve or impair the racial facu] .. 
ties o·f future generations pl1ysica1ly and 
mentally." T_he study was first begun 
about half-a-century ago by Sir Francis 
Galton in Engla11d. Much r esen1·ch hal'l 
lwf'n done siuce tlrnt day by Gn1t·on inhl 
his followers. Masses of fnm ily records 
have been gathered and examined, record 
offices and laboratories hav·e been ~stab­
lished, and numerous valuable. deductions 
made. Human performance always lags 
behind human knowledge. TJle lives of 
the yet unborn do not force themselves 
upon the av·erage man or woman with the 
same insistence as the lives already be 
gun. In the midst of the overwhelming 
demands of the present, the app~al for 
better blood seems vague and remote. 
How i8 human conservatio·n to take 
place in practice~ Probably more diffi­
cult than the problem of preventing un ..: 
desirables from increasing rap-idly h; that 
of inducing a relative increase in numberi; 
of that portion of the population which 
seems to carry the germplasm associated 
with mental gifts and other good charaei­
ters. At present intellectual parents hav0 
an average of less than two children, as 
against nearly twice that number ·bred b;)1 
other members of society. 
The eugenic problem calls for action 
under four general heads, of which re­
search is the most urgent. \Ve want to 
know a good deal more about the iuherit­
a.nce of racial characteristics, more abou't 
the factors governing marriage selection. 
the_ effects of war, of immigration, of 
social co·nditions in vogue, and of the 
effects. of birth control. What is the in­
fluence of education ? .Are mocfor.n medi;­
cine, sanitation, philanthropy and religion 
conducted on eugenic lines ? 'rhPSC arc 
s01µe of tlie questfons. 
Accurat,e and serious info1·mation 
should be disseminated, not only to bring 
about the development of an en]jghtenecl 
public conscience, but also so that lawyer~. 
Ministers, the Press and diplomat_s shall 
know more of these all-important matters'. 
A good deal of ground ''rnrk has yet 
to be accomplished before , any drastic 
legjslation can be introduced. Our 
White Australia policy and careful immi­
gration laws are better even if they err 
too much on the side of caution , than if 
they are too le.nient. Perhaps t110 time 
is not yet ripe for the introdu~tion or 
such drastic measures as sterilization o.f 
clef ectives or control .of marriage. Never­
theless, the spirit of laissez faire is to be 
lfomoura.gecl. Th<' problem is a pressin~ 
on<', nnd 1n n few years ,,m be Yery mnol1 
more real in Australia than it is to-day. 
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rro some people, not biologists, iutcrfer­
ence' with matters of sentiment or passion 
is little short of sacrilege. Prejudice 
plays no part in · the · philosophy of 
sciooces. rrhe scientific attitude is not 
necessarily opposed to the romantic way 
of looking at things. Science is simply 
'·'organised common sense,'' and surely 
romances are based upon common semrn 
even though their passage is sometimes a 
little stormy. 
The chief causes of the . decrease in 
numbers of superior thinkers are· economic 
in nature. Rearing a family ' interferes 
with the pursuit of an attractive mode of 
life; · Not ·only is the bearing of children 
a physical hardship, ·but the attentio·n 
which they require militates against the 
enjoyment of the cultural joys of life. 
The expense involved in hringing up 
children in accordance. with intelligent 
moder.n standards of health and educa­
tion is so great that most people cannot. 
afford more than two. The long and ex­
pensive education which int~Uigent 
children may justly claim delays the time 
when they in their turn can marry. The 
parents, too, find that their children are 
a serious economic liability, not an asset 
in their ·old age. Of course, relatively 
wealthy people are often governed by 
selfishness, and avoid marriage a.nd 
childi·en upou that score alone. If this 
is a heritable characteristic, these people 
are possibly doing the race a service by 
allowing their line to be extinguished. 
rrlrn object of this article is an attempt 
to draw attentio.n to a number of points 
of interest which require study in Aus­
tralia, and to show that the n~tion 's best 
thinking powerH ·are beiHg ~urely Hwamp­
ed by numbers of minds of lesser ability. 
rrhe - best educatio.nal endeavours eannot 
succeed i.t the material is faulty. We 
should not delay taking steps to conservn 
our desirable man and womanhoo·d, to re­
strict the undesirable, aind to gnide our 
present generations, so that posterity shall 
inherit any improvements which our 
knowledge and r~search are capable- of 
giving them. 
'' Ite domum saturae, venit Hesperus; 
itc capellae." 
E.C.T. 
A Long Vac. in the Gulf 
Not many Queenslanders have an 
oppo·rtunhy of visiting those two great 
features of our State, the Gulf of 
Carpentaria and Cape York Pen1nsula. 
They form possibly the. most interesting 
part of Queensland. I was invited to 
spend a long vacation with a friend, who 
is superintendent of Mapoon, a Mission 
Station on the west coast of the Peninsula. 
So, examinations over, I ho·oked a passage 
to Thursday Island on S.S. St. Albans. 
The trip ·north of 'fownsville is particu­
larly interesting, as the ship sails within 
sight -of land practically all the time. 
North of Cairns the Barrier Reef is fre­
quently seen, sometimes only a few 
hundred yards away". 
We arrived at Thursday Islan<l early 
on Christmas Day. Seen from the de.ck 
of a. Rteanier it is a very i)retty pfacc. The 
hills were covered with green foliage. 
Scores .of pearlilng luggers were anchored 
just off the shore. After · a few hours 
ashore to get stores and mail we' were 
rowed ·out to the comfortable -M.iss~on 
lug'ger, the "J. G. · Ward." The cr~w 
consisted of six: three aborigines, 
Mamous, Benni, -and Charlie, and two 
half castes - Dan, the captain, and 
George. .­
Owing to· the adverse tide. which is 
very strong in Torres Straits, we did not 
clear till dark the group of islands in 
which Thursday Island is situated. 
Christmas Dinner co.nsisted of camp pie, 
bread and tinned butter, tinned peaches 
anci black tea. George made the tea. He 
made it black and we could hardly stir 
it for the sugar. When the tide turned, 
the islands were cleared and steered 
Sont11, stra·ight for the Southern Oros~. 
I tried to talk to the crew, but, with the 
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exception ·Of Mamous they were tQo shy. 
l\Iamous told me· his name meant ''head 
man"; but, after some hesitation he said 
''He ~-o my proper name.'' His ''proper 
name ' is Yahmandumana, which means 
''a bird settling on a beach at low tide.'' 
His father's name ~s Yahmacooti, a beach 
at low tide. Happy idea isn't it~ They 
all speak broken English, but I was more­
intere::;ted in their own languaO'e, Th~ 
dialect spoken at Mapoon is Ch;ongoon.ji. 
It is a very soft and musical tongue, and 
they co·nvey many ideas by signs. rrhey 
count to four only: pinni, one; aduita, 
two; chumium, three, and in ritukula, a 
great number. They have three numbers, 
::;ingular, dual and plural. But to pro­
ceed. 
My bed consisted. of a fibre mattress 
stretched across the top of the cabin. 
Lulled by the motion of the boat I soa:u 
fell asleep. I was awakened in the morn­
ing by peals of laughter. rrhe crew, 
excrpt the steersman, were overboard, 
clinging to a rope trailing in our wake, 
having their morning bath. . Sev,eral 
bucketsful served me. Breakfast corn~isted 
of toast and coffee and fresh fish, caught 
during the night ou a line towed behind 
the boat. About two . p.m. Benni called 
out .'' 'I.1here :Mapoon!'' I could see nothing­
but water; nor did I see the tops of 
cocoanut trees for nearly an hour. ·'ro- · 
wards sunset, which is a sight worth see­
ing in the Gulf, we entered Port Mus­
grave. 
l\Iapoon is situated on this bay, in the 
middle of a large cocoanut .plantation of 
about five tho-usand trees. On landing 
I shook hands with, I'm sure, two hun­
ilred and fifty people. 
The next few days were sp.ent in see­
ing .the Station. Mapoon is a self contain­
ed community of some 'three hundred and 
seventy 'persons. A large percentage of 
these are half castes. A former mission­
ary conceived the idea of infusing into 
the natives fresh t1ood from Torres 
Straits and the South Sea Islands, to 
form a hybrid race and thus develop the 
north. . The1~e ar,e many half castes. 
chilciren of white fathe1~s, picked t1p in 
Tlini·sday Tsland. Burkctown and Not·­
mantown. They form a mixed crowd, but. 
are a happy, clean-living community. 'rhc 
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main industries are copra Plaking, 
beche-de-mer fishing and cattle raising. 
There is a school conducted with eighty 
pupils. rrhe girls are taught . domestic 
scie.nce, and the boys the ·use of tools, as 
well as few ordinary school subject::;, 
such as Geography, Arithmetic and 
English. 
Mission work is hard, l.;·ut it has .its 
humorous i;idcs. One day a man, Yuki, 
came and said he wished . to marry a 
woman, Chugi. rrhe m1ss10nary said, 
''Are you sure you want Chugi? '' because 
the bl~cks, also, sometimes make mistakes 
in their choice. Yuki was prompt in his 
answer, ''Mc bin try him.'' They were 
married of course. 'fiieir wedding gar­
ments! Chugi wore a dress of some bright 
green material; Yuki a lava lava (t"·o· 
yards of m,aterial wrapped around· the 
waist) . of turkey red, and an old blazer 
with blue and black stripes! 
We ,heard one day, that there was ·a 
tribe of blacks encamped on the banks 
of the Batavia -River, some sixteen miles 
~way.. It was a good oppor~unity to sec 
them in their native cond.itions. So tak~ 
ing Mamous, Benni arid another m~n we 
sailed in the cutter. r:rhe Batavia is a 
fine river, fully a mile across at the 
mouth. It is swift flowing and liined with 
mangroves. As we proceeded up the 
river the mangroves gave place to high, 
densely covered banks. Early one morn­
ing some natives were seen camped 011 tl1c 
left bank. On lauding, the ffrst thing 
we saw was a long bundle wrapped in 
ti-tree bark; it was slung on a pole rest­
ing in two upright forks. The oclour soon 
told us what was in the bundle. It was 
the remains · of a native who had bccu 
dead for nearly three weeks. Uis wives 
have to· sit under the bodv with their ba1·c 
backs facing the sun. "rmagiine that in 
the tropics! 'rhis is their way ofhonour­
ing the dead. They carry the corpse with 
them for a month. By means of tol:-acco 
and sweets, we prevailed on the tribe to 
bury him. 
Higher up, the river became very 
shallow and was dotted with small 
islands. ·'rJie language spoken by the 
tribe here seems entirely differ('nt from 
Cho·o.ngoonji. lt is call~d M'bahqnatj, tl1C 
language of the islanders. We anchored 
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here for a few day:::;. Game was plc1itifnl, 
kangaroos, wallabies and emu:::; on land 
ducks, geese, and an abnndance of fish 
on the river. Numerous alligators iloat­
ed silently by. The nights on the river, 
though at first eerie, so·o.n became most 
enjoyable. There is practically no twi­
light; the owls and curlews start their 
melancholy cries; the beautiful little fi ee­
flies soon dart about. Nearer the sea 
the water rushing past the sides of the 
boat becomes a flowing phosphorescent 
mass. \Ve had five perfect days on the 
river, but there was work to· be done at 
Mapoon. 
±he. tini.e passed all too quickly. I had 
ananged to catch a steamer in Thursday 
Island on th-e 16th February. So on the 
morning of the 12th, I said ·good-bye to 
all my friends at Mapoon. The sea had 
heen very ro·ugh, but showrcl no signs of 
becoming worse, so we set out. · Once 
outside the bay f soon snccnmbecl to· 
the usual malady-so did most of the 
<'1·r.,~. -A strong wind blew on our quar­
ter, so , we made .g-1-eat pac.e. The m~re 
pace the. hetter, thought I! About twr•. 
p.m. the wind beg.an to jncrease so much 
that the . crew t9ok down the foresail. 
Dark· clouds· b.egan· to bank up, and al­
most before we .realised it, we werl" in the 
grip of · a · fierce ·storm. ·The ·crew were 
in the act of lowerfog the mainsail, wherr 
a small waterspout swept round o·ur 
stern. The wind :from thi~ broke t)l.e 
mafomast in·three pieces. It was a source 
of great danger, hm:~ing overboard, so 
no time was lost in choppiHg it clear. It 
rained in· sheets ; and the wind swung 
about from various points- nf the compass 
in true ·northern ·fashion. This lasted till 
night · fell, arid wr tossed about like a 
cork till after midnight, when ]\famous 
tbought he heard breakers. It was a case 
of go ashore or trust to the anchor, so 
we cast anc,hor in six fathoms. The chain 
held ·till four or five a.m. when it parted 
wit}). a crash: I thought we '".ere aground. 
l\: othing conld br... clone till daylight, so 
f;o " ' (' ln111g- 011 and 'rni1 eel. Daylight 
slio·m.'d us a large bay with a long sand 
bank :tretching out to sea to the north 
of us. It was fortunate for us that 
Mamons heard the breakers. Thr wind · 
abated, so we hauled up a reefed fore­
sail and jib. Tt was almost impo·ssible to 
keep the boat np to the wind, as the 
steering on a lngger depends on the mai.n­
Rail. After trying to tack for a conple 
of hourR, '"<' decided to run back to 
1\faTrn·on. Earl:.v afternoom saw us in thP 
bay again. They did not recognise us 
at first with only one mast. 
The problem now was to get a tree 
suitable for a mast. The mast was forty 
five feet long, and abo·ut ten inches in 
diameter at tl).c base. The nearest we 
0ould_get was about thirty five feet long. 
'Vl1en this was rigged we saile<;l. again,. 
too late for the steamer, but in hopes of 
catching another one. Th1Fi time we haf.l 
a steady south east breeze behind us. On 
the way we were becalmed near the Red 
Wallace IslandH, ahout thirty miles south­
west o.f Thursday Islan·d. · The crew in 
one ·voice chanted, Turtle ! Four of 
them took the din.ghy, and returne·d in an 
hour with a kerosene case full of eggs. 
These eggs are 8pherical, about :two 
inches in diameter. They have 110 shell 
but a leathery skin. I was not temp~ed 
to taste them, as they smell very strongly. 
'\Ve arrived in Thursday Island ncx.t 
day. I was told that there · was .no 
steamer going south for nearly three 
weeks. The first week on the Island was 
very .interesting, but the novelty wo·re off. 
I was sorry to sa/ good-bye to the crew 
of the ('Ward"; I had made one or t'~o 
fast friends. The blacks are kindhrarted, 
lovable people, just like children. People 
that say "leave them alone they are 
happy" a1'e fal' from the truth. They do 
respcncl to Christianity and are worth 
doing something for, if only from a sense 
nf jnstiee. 
Choongoon;j i 
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The Original Innocents Abroad 
Idly turn~ng ovel' the pagcf.l of the 
''Innocents Abroad'' one warm afternoon 
my mind awoke from its accustomed leth­
argy and an unusual thought struck me. 
Whence came Mark Twaj1n '8 · inspiration 
for this droll production 7 He must surely 
have had some similar idea on which to 
base it. 
Fo·r we have heard many times that there 
is nothing new in this world. A cata­
clysmic change is the exception, rather 
than the rule, and gradual evolution is 
the characteristic of thought. Conse­
quently, all our latest ideas and inventions 
are conditioned by what has gone before. 
They are, as it were, but the 1027 im­
provements om the Ford of 1890. 
So after some little thought l decide<l 
that Mark must have found some wan­
derers in earlier times, similar in certain 
respects to his eager and expectant 
Yankees, who set out into the unknown . 
as he imagines, on an "Excursion to the 
Holy ·Land, ·Egypt, the Crimea. GreecC', 
and intermediate points of interest.'' 
·But the Holy Land! Egynt ! what · do 
these. 1names call to my mind. Yes! Yf's ! 
l have · it. They have given me the clue. 
What ingenious, eager, . inexneriencf'<l 
bands of people went through the north 
of Greece or bv wav of Ei:rvnt to Jern­
·i:ialem in Msto~ical times. but the Crn­
sa<lers 7 
They were the simple, trusting inno­
ce,nts of the Middle Ages. who went fortl1 
to a far land to fight the ''Bad Men'' of 
their day, with no equipment for thefr 
journey but empty stomachs: :md for their 
campaigns no material but the most nro-­
fQ];md contempt for the best militar:v 
advice of the time, g'iven to thrm by thr 
relentless ·foe of the 8::i1·::icrns. the B~'z::tn­
tine Emperor. 
So went forth these .'imnle folks of 
seven ::ind ejg'ht hundred yrars lli:m to a 
foreign ::ind hostile fan<l, hnndrrrls or­
miles distant, thinki.11g t.he.v \vrrr 111'!!<'<1 
on by divine inspira.tfon and tr11stin!!' at 
times to the guidance of a ma<l woman. ~ 
~oose or even to Hs companion in stnpid ­
ity, a go·at. ' ..~ 
An expedition which to-day would be 
circumspectly undertaken with all the 
facilities of steam transport, highly organ­
ised commissariat and scientifically de­
veloped machines and tactics of war 
would he e.ntered on by fifteen thousand 
pHgrims, inspired by the fervour and 
preachings of Peter the Hermit and led, 
significant fact , by nne, Walter the Pen­
niless. 
On they journeyed through I-Iung-::in·. 
where they were kindly treated h:v Kin!! 
Coloman, to Belgrade the town of the Bnl­
aarians. Here Walter the Penniless 
begged (with that name what ~lse could 
he do?.) the Bulgarian chief to supply him 
with provisions, and, on rC'fn f?al, ordered 
his followers to pillage t}l(' land. Bnt the 
rnde chieftain mustered l1is forces. ·wal­
ter 's host showed little resistance and 
were hurriedly sca.tterf'd or slain. many 
preferring' to die by tlw we::inon of the 
enemy rather than by the slow torture 
of hunger. · 
However. a less unpractical band o"f thP. 
first Cnrnade reached Asia 1\finor and won 
-it is hard to· believe-the bnttl J of .Dorv­
laenm. But that's . on lv haH . f.hr f::tor~ 
Listen to the ancient chronfolf·r Rilymond 
nf Agiles. He g·ives no crc:•lit cf vfotorv 
to the Crusaders. " ·A wo.h.i..frons ~-niraclf 
is reporkd to Jrnve takr.n nlar-(\, 1mt we 
iU<l no·t behold it: for it is s~id fhat two 
knigohts of wonderfnl appP.ar:m(lt• m·d clMl 
in Rbinjng- armour went beforP nur armv 
!l1H1 pressed the enemy in c:1H~l1 ~,~:P" as 
fo leave them no chance l)f fir.htfr1t?"." 
After this Q'reat victorv these follrn ~Pt. 
nnt agoafo with t11eir cu~tom~rv and ~fo­
liberat.e l<tck of provisionc;; thro-n!?h ;:i 
'IYatefle~s · and uninhabit"a. reg-ion 
"wben~e we scm·cf'ly jc:c;;ne<l wit11 0111· 
ljpye~." to clllote· the hr::1rrle<l Rcribe. All-·" " J. 
nf Aix. What a tone of nmn:;;i;<'rnrnt " ." 
<l<'~m·v in his worilc: whf'n 11" rf'hltf'c:: fh"i1· 
c-f)rry nli!!ht-for"tl10nght JC! nnknmvn t" 
thf'~" mrn. Verilv . 'Vr.l'(' thP r1•11c:nclPl'C' 
+n<> Tnnocents Ahronrl of 1·l1r <'l<'Yf>lltli nnrl 
twf'lfth crntnries. 
What donbt Rti11 i·rmainc:; in the m1n(t<:! 
of my re::irl<'rs that ~f;:i1·k Twain. fou~d hfa 
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material in the adventure::; of these meu 
wi11 vanish when I quote a few of the 
remarks of our modern author on the ex­
periences of his travellers on board the 
good ship "Quaker City." 
''The ,expedition was a success in some 
respects, in some it was not. Originally 
it was advertised as a pleasure excursion, 
but certainly it did not look Jike one; 
certainly ]t did not act like one. Three­
quarters of the 'Quaker City's' pas8en­
gers were between forty and seventy year~ 
of age . . . . Is any man insane enough to 
imagine that this picnic of patriarchs 
sang, made love, danced, laughed, told 
anecdotes and dealt in ungodly levity 7'' 
' ' vVhcn they were not :::;ca::;ick, they were 
uneornmonly prompt whrn the dinner 
g·on g sounded. '' 
'' "'Wherever we went in Europe, Asia or 
Africa we made a sensation and, I suppo-se 
I may add, created a famine. Vve prowled 
through the Holy Land from Ca~sarea 
Philippi to Jerusalem and the Dead ::4E'n. 
a weird pro·cession of pilgrims.'' 
But the advertiserl title of t.he ex peel i­
tion ''The Grand Holy Land Pleaslne 
Excursion' was a misnomer. 'rrhe Grand 
Holy Land Funeral Procession' ·wonlcl 
ha:ve been brttrr, mnch bettrr." 
R.r•.L.rl' . . 
---**-­
Nocturne 
11he battery was slowly mo·ving up to­
ward8 the line to take up a new ·position. 
Iu fh·e weary hours it had crawled as 
many mile~. 11 he night ''ms cold-with 
1·he · cheerless cold which makes every 
bone ache wretchedly. A drizzling rain 
was farnng, and as Eustace Clarke, late 
0f the Bank of South Queensland, lurchd 
forward with ·each awkward plunge. of 
the limber, a . few chilly drops trickled 
do:wn his neck. His steel helmet sat 
·with 1·igid heavi1ness on ·his .dejected head, 
and his right hand, which- clutched the 
g11a1~cl-iron. was half fro·zen. 
"I say, Nobby," grunted the man by 
hi~ side, '·'Did yon ,ever see that picture 
of a battery ga1loping into action ?" 
marke r1irl not dei~n to replv. an<l 
"Bluey" Harris chuckled cynical1y and 
rehmsed ]into silence. 
·The battery ploug-hecl unste::iri:1 ~ -
throng-h tJ1e rnncl for anotl1er Jnmdncl · 
vards, halted fo1· no anp:irE'nt reason for 
five minutes. aJirl lurelwd on agah1. On 
tlw left, the rmlinfored remloants of ;:i 
'statelv .. woorl- loomen solemnlv thromtl1 
t11e nfrrht. ·Far ahead little liO'hh; annrar­
rc1 in tlie sky. g-]eamrrl steadiJy, and then 
went out. .At a · noint nearer at h::incl 
tnwwrds which the hatter:v was movinP'. ;i 
'-'ndden glm·e anneared at interYals, fol­
l<n\red bv a mnfflE'd crasl1. · 
rrhe i?nns a1nc1 wagons crawled o·n for 
half anothP.r clreary mile. and th£'n 1 in 
response to an order from ahead,· pi1lled 
as far off the road as they dared, and 
halted once again to allow the passage of 
a battery moving ou~. A voice came froli1 
the glo-om, "You Aussies are goin~ to 
find there's a war on.'' Clarke ·was j111­
mediately alert. ''War be damned,'' he 
called irritably, "there's only one bally 
gun working in the whole -sector." "Yes," 
came the retort, "but it is dropping them 
in the r.ig4t spot. You wait!." 
Once more the battery moved on. , The 
p~rioclical :flashes grew steadily ·brighter, 
and the accompanying crashes less ..sub­
dued. Word found its way down. the 
column . that "Fritz'' was d~·opping a !1.9 
on the road ahead every five minntes, 1lncl 
that the -ontgoing ··battery had fost · thP 
best part of a team, and llad 'been forced 
to abandon- a wagon. .. 
·"I say, Nobby," said Harris, clumsibr 
fRcetions. "Yonr go·ing for a commission. 
.von sl10nld 1~now. How long rloes it take 
;:i batter:v to p:rns a given poi1nt?" "About 
lrnlf as long- as that old bullock team of 
:vours, hack in the Bunyas," replied 
Clarke, whereat Bluey was moved 1-o 
nrophes:v. "You'll wish vou h::iil thFJf 
te::im 11ere before you'rp, throue-h." 
As thf' batterv t.l·aifod its length alonf" 
the mndflv ro;cid, tlie svstE'matic shelling­
of the poinJ ahead conti1nuecl with mo11n. 
tonous i·e·Q'nlaritv. T11is nnhurr;eil .::irl ­
vance to-ward~ a ~pot which wai:: heing 
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tlcliberate ly 8helled grndually had a di~­
quieting effect .on all save the most 
hardened. Even they had the uncomfort­
able feeling of facing an approaching 
storm ·without an umbrella. It was the 
centr·e driver's first visit to the line, _and 
Clarke wondered if his nervousnei:;s had 
been conveyed to his horses, for they 
were not pulling steadily. 
At last the leading team entered ·a 
shallow cutting partly blocked by a de­
serted wagon. As it did so a faint ''pop'' 
was heard i:n the far distance, foHowed 
by a whine, which quickly increased to a 
shrieking crescendo, ending in a bljnding 
flash and thunderous report. It i:;eemed 
to Clarke, froni his position near the end 
of the co'1umn, that the shell had fallen 
right on the foremost gun team. Bnt no, 
the battery· moved stolidly on, . ancl 
sever.al other teams ·got safely through. 
. The leaders of '' D'' gun _team, jn tlwir 
turn, re.ached the cutting, an~ the horses 
slipped and stumbled in their endeavours 
to find firm foo-ting on the ploughed-up 
remnants of the road. Harris heard 
Clarke mutter, "With any luck we '11 j·ust 
squeeze through before the next arrives,'' 
and laughed derisively, for the words 
were scarcely spoken when the imside ~un­
wheel sank into one of the larger shell 
holes, and the team halted with a jerk. 
"How do you like your ·eggs cooked now; 
Nobby?" he shouted, a~~ he scrambled nff 
the limber to put his massive shoulder -to 
the wheel. The team plunged forward 
unevenly and ineffectively, and the gun 
wheel slid slowly deeper into the hole. In 
the scramble which followed it seew " '1 
irnpossible to get even two of the six 
horses pulUng tog-ether. and to make 
matter!:i wors~, the centre offsider got 
over the tracef1. .. Clarke ploughed hi-.;. 
way forward, found the tra.ce, and 
fumbled along its muddy length until he 
felt what the army authorities in an ex­
cess of optimism o·r irony· had dubbed 
the ·"quick releas-e," and struggled with 
nnmhed fingers to wrench the· tomd1 
le.ather strap out of its hard sted buckle. 
It was done at last, and (the horse one"' 
a~ain in position) Clarke w~nt to its he::vJ 
nnd fried to soothe the .'Weating, shiver­
jng beast. While the team made hur'i·ied 
prcparatio·ns for a further effort, Clarke 
too prepared for action. Placing all his 
weight .upon his right foot, he succeeded 
in freeing the other from the mud, and 
swung it to and fro in anticipation. 
''"\Valk, march,'' yelled the sergeant. · In 
went the drivers' spurs, down came their 
'vhips, and up went Clarke's left booL 
thump! thump! thump! into· the ribs of 
the erring off-side centre. ''Keep them 
moving, keep them · moving,'' implored 
the sergeant, ·as inch by inch the gun 
moved forward·: ' But it was ,the punctual 
arrival of the i:µevitable shell which really 
got the gun out. Striking the bank a 
few yards from the team, it btir.ied itseff 
deeply, and, bursting, threw great cas­
cades of mud over horses and men alike. 
"G90-d as a tonic to those nags." splutter­
ed Harris, as the team plunged ahead 
with the gun bumping along behi.P , 
Meanwhile. Clarke tried in vHin fo extri­
<>ate himself. His right l<"g was fi1·m ly 
held in thf' tenacious m11n. 'rhP t"'"l.m 
hmshe<l nast Iiim . thf' wlH'Pl ''"f! thr lirnhei­
brnised the toe of his boot. m1d the spokes 
"'~ined themselves ::icross hi.s chest. ,·'I'm 
n·og-ged." he called. The serV"fant. heR.r­
ing. ro<le to his :iifl. and urctPn hhi mou.nt 
::ilonQ'side. Clarke gr~:isned thP; s+i1·.,,.nn­
le:ither wffn hoth ban'<h~. "W::ilk. 
m::irch ." m·if>d the Sf'\rgoeant facetionslv. 
nnn (;la.,..ke was once morP a normRl if 
mPOCTV biped. 
A. f<"w minntr.R lj:1tf'r . ,v.hPn . -+hP i.mme­
rli~1+P, d:JTIQ'f'l• OVer. fil;:1rkf' ~,,(l ffo1•1"iS \YP1'? 
hnth seRte<l mH~P. m"rP nn tl11' lirnh"1' +h, 
l11~+Pr R~id~ '~i+h R, P"l"in . "Jt'q n e-1·f>::it 
lifr ! Isn't ~t. Nohhv ?'.' . B11+ CJ~rkr. 'Ya.8 
in nn moo<l to renlv. HP WR~ rf'mPinhP,r­
in(l' the gforiOU8 if dean]v viRiOnS cvf! . 1 '~C1 
Pn]istment <lavs . . Yes. thine-~ were nre+ty 
bad. But they were even worse at l10me. 
Only that morning- he had rect'ived a 
letter telling him that the little flapper 
.from across the way now filled his posi­
tion at the bank. · Ugh! he grunted with 
heartfelt disgust. 
. Grad. . 
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The Book of Lamentations 
'rlie 'Koran leaned against the slumber­
ing Sayings of Co.nfucius, listening to 
Mrs. Bible as she lamented:-'' Well, yes, 
1 generally have been misnnderstood, am1 
am not at all the sour old th]ng so many 
people think me. Poor me! Either patron­
1seu, neglected, or else so pesterell by the 
same few that my charm must fade a 
little. Such a dull lot most o·f them are, 
my dear; really, they believe every word 
I say, even Ussher 's 40Qil B.C. for the 
creation of the world. Still, 1 ean pull 
their legs a bit sometimes, and that 's one 
consolation, for they never think me in­
consistent. Even when I tried to brighten 
things up a little with the Song of Solo­
mon they beat me by calling it au 
allegory o·f the soul. Both they and I get 
the most fun out of the prophets: especi­
a.lly Daniel and Revelation. Do :you know 
that it has been .fairly proved by texts, 
statistics and history, that the Beast is 
·not o·nly the Devil, but also each Pope, 
Lory Vyron, Charles Darwin, Kaiser Wil­
helm II, King George V and Miss Pank~ 
hurst ! They can c.alcn1ate that the world 
will not end only in 1926, but also in 1927 
and 1931. I know very well that many 
of, my ideas ·are old-fashioned, but do yon 
·think my ·jealom; adorers ·would admit 
that 1 ·why, with them I 'm tht' fin.;t and 
Jast )\'Ord in hi8to·ry folfi lled arnl unful­
filled. seience. econnmics an<1 <:thi<•s . 'J'he 
grQat mode1:n plrilot:oph ers.. count for 
• 
nothincr 
• t"'! 
unless thev represent
• 
or 
... 
only
t t.. 
~rei·y discreetly mockrmse my ~eanmgs. 
,·,Now to-day T was out at a gathering 
where I was discussed at great length . 
rNie text, from Revelations, was about the 
fq-\ds of the air devouring the 11esh of 
kings and captains. A ranter almost made 
me believe that ]t referred to t~H' next 
great war · in 199~) , when fleets of ae1·0­
planes would make fearful havoc of the 
Chinese. But on the way home I nearly 
died laughing; because onl~r last week I'd 
heard the same text used th e prove, and 
quite ingeniously too, :;;ometl~ing alto­
g-ethe.r different. A nrnn clmmecl that 
Hod was allowing rndio waves (Fowls of 
tile air) to clrstroy· th e souls _ancl, inci ­
.dentaily, the bodies of tho·sc -ki11g8 antl 
captain8 of commerce who indulged iu 
capital1stic war by means of radio, thus 
misusing the great gift of wireless. ~,01· 
wireless should be used o:nly to broadca~t 
church services. By a neat concJudi1ig: 
touch, the devouring fowls of the air \Vere 
compared with carrier pigeons, therehy 
establishing their practical identity with 
a newsbearing wireless. Shades of St. 
John! Aeroplanes, wireless. How he 
would have stared! 1 
''The other day we had a new 1.ext :­
'' 'And I heard a voice in the midst of the 
four beasts say, a measure of wheat for 
a pe:nny, and three measures of barley 
for a penny; and see thou lrn1:t not the oil 
and the wine.' 
''For an hour (this was in America) 
I listened to a discourse o·u trades 
unionists, price-fixers, petrol, and prohi­
bition. Really, ::;ometimes I'm sorry I took 
ma11y of these old prnphets under ruy 
wing, inspiring though they may be. 
Nowadays· they clo as much harm as good. 
''·What did you say .... 0 don't mei1tion 
modernism, please. Between the insult8 
of some higher critics, and the more in­
tolerable servility of all the fundamental­
ists, it's as bad as the days when Catholic~ 
burnt me and Puritans loved. me bettet· 
1-han they loved their Goel, as many still 
do. But.- thcir children cl.on 't., when they 
have to lear:n me as a punishment. No 
wonder t.hey hate me'. no wonder others 
hate me when I am forced npo·n them as 
the whole and only truth, the first and 
last totally inspired ·word of the unchang­
ing God. \Vhy, in that case, should God 
write himself here a Goel of pity, there a 
sulky, vain, bloodthirsty clespot , which, 
o·f course, He is not? 
"Still i.n many ways I can't complain. 
'.rhough misunderstood and neglected, I'm 
more i1opular than ever I was. Do ~rou 
lrnow, lately T've bee.n ton ring the Pacific 
Ocean. with the result. though 1 f.!a:v it 
rnvself that there is rather less r.annibHl­
i.s;n a~d brntalitv there tlum formerly. 
Ro :von see T still have some yil'tnc lf'ft .. n 
A thr Krn·nn '"as lwg·i1rni-nQ' to · stir 
fretfully , Mrs. Bible continued more 
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briskly: "If some bm;ybodies would stop 
swallowing me whole, and making my 
ancient Hehrew ideas tyrannise OYel' all 
advanced thought, then perliap~· more 
people would come to see that 1 can be 
l1istorian, inspiring poet and also a wjse 
friend a:nd g:uide, though not the only 
possible guide, to truth .... if they do 
not allow custom to stale my ]nfinitr 
variety.'' 
At last the Koran muttel'ecl something 
gruffly, and peered ut l\frs. Bjble to :-;er 
the effect. He had been made jealous 
by even her genial tolerance and was 110 
gentleman, She rustled omiuously. . 
"Why do yo-u persist in. reminding me 
of that? 'l.10 think o·f those horrible movic 
stars, condesce1nding to come .to 1ne whc11 
they want a plot for some gorgeous sen­
sational super-production! Of all indig­
nities that is surely the worst!" 
And she relapsed into further lamen­
tations. Hezekiah. 
----*:t:-­
The Simple Life 
lt ~ was with the fullest appreciation ~•t 
the carefree spirit of vacation, with its 
opportunity of leaving for a time the 
complications .and worries of city life, that 
a party of seven undergrads. set out from 
Southport on a glorious autumn morning· 
to aba.ndon .themselves, for a couple of 
days at least, to the joys of the simple 
qutdoor life-though 'hardly the simplest, 
for they did make use of the comforts of 
ciyilisation, such as tin-o·peners and sea­
side cottages, when they offered. But. on 
the whole, simplicity was the ont:-;tanding 
feature of the trip. Their mode o·f travel­
ling was certainly the simplest, and­
quite incidentally-the cheapest leinown; 
and the cloth~ng worn was as simple-I 
clo not say as scanty-as the fashions now 
most popular among wonrnn. rrhe tourisb-; 
had in fact, achieved the ideal suit ' for 
warm climates-jersey and sho·rts, with 
the less essential hat and shoes optional­
though we found eventually that, with so 
many miles of stony roads, the .latter wel'e 
scarcely superfluous. 
From the Jubilee Bridge a passin.~ 
glance revealed in startli.ng detail the 
rid~e of mountains and plateaux lying 
nor~cso far inland, with Springbrook pro· 
minent among them; a.nd as far as w~ 
went still Springbrook 's cliffs stood on t 
from the mass, the grande:-;t of them all. 
But soon smaller and ·nearer thing·~ 
claimed our attention. As we advanced 
alo.pg the ro·ad we derived considerablP 
entertainment from the variorn:; vehicle~ 
whi.cli mr1 ancl passed U8; almost ·as mnc]1 
(lmnscment, in fact , as 1-h rir occupants 
~cemed to find in i:;uch an extraor<l:iuar\' 
party of pedestrian8 as ",.·e must han· 
appeared. All classes were represented, 
from the rattli.ng Ford ti:uck, \vith it.-; 
typical driver, to the h~avy closed car, 
whose driver might well have teen tlH~ 
original "bloated capitalist" of 1he 
''Worker's'', cartoons-from New tiouth 
Wales, of course, and apparently more 
intent on tearing up the surface o[ the 
(~ueensland roads than on seei.ug the 
country through which those roads led 
him; in fact, the occupants of this riar­
ticular car seemed to refu~e even to 
notice us; even with the smile of amuse­
ment which some of the traveller:-; gave 
us. On the other hand, there were th1• 
workme.n at the roadside, and ti.1e one or 
two ho'l'Hemen who gave us the cheery 
''good-day,'' which seems quite natural 
from perfect strangers, apart from motor­
istH, as a rule, in "the bush." 
- But the' tarr'ed road was becoming 
rather warm underfoot, and we complet­
ed the journey to Burleigh o·n the cool 
sands of the beach. ArriYed the1·e. we 
lunched in style-almost as one does in 
the city-at a central cafe; for th nH early 
in the trip the "company's" func.h; con l.d 
afford such luxuries. Next we attackell 
the steep track up Big Burleigh with a 
vigour worthy of the combination of thr 
good meal rnnd the ideal weather; · and 
l'e::;ted· at the summit to revel for a while 
i.n the splendid view along the coast. 
wltich 1·ewarded o:ur efforts. The hlack 
rocks at the water's edge below llS, thr 
clear 'vaters of 'Tallebudgera Creek meet­
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ing the deeper blue o·f tl1e sea, and the 
long line of breaking surf stretching from 
the rocks above which we stood, toward':i 
the distant Point Danger~it was Sunny 
Quee.nsland at its. best, and for once we 
were able to for.get all else and abandon 
ourselves to· the foll enjoyment of it. 
But we had a few miles yet to COVfW 
that day, s.o to the road again, and in a 
couple of hour:::; dusk found us roundiug 
Currumbin Point with Big Burleigh but 
dimly see..n through the cloud of spray 
which hun~ o·ver the intervening curve of 
beach. Next came Tugun, and we sought 
first the grocer's store and then the cot­
tage which was our objective for that 
night. 
Ere this we .all had agreed that. ::;ucl:i a 
trip was too good to be limited to tw" 
days, . so the following morn_ing i::aw u~ 
again headed southward, first for rrweed 
a.nd then-then for just where we liked. 
Arrived at rr~veed after about an hour'f' 
walk, we met the train t ·earing another 
'Varsity party who 1intended to do & 
walking tour on a somewhat larger scale, 
and then steered for Razo·rback:, from 
which still looking forward, we chose as 
our stoppi.ng place for lunch, a fertile 
ridge some miles away, covered with cane·· 
farms. So crossing the creek below us 
by the ferry-free, being in New South 
\Vales-we followed the dusty and stony 
l\fonvillumbah r()ad along the only 
monotonous stretch of our whole jour·ney, 
till it took u::; from the plain to the ridge 
above Chinderah, where we lunched 
heartily on dry bread and camp pie, f61· 
the state of the Company's finances now 
demanded economy. rrliis was where thP 
tin-opener, which we had .not omitted to 
bring, proved useful; we had, however, 
forgotten to take a knife, so thf:. bl'ead 
had to be broken in a truly primitive 
manner. 
It was ju:::;t at this stage that the four 
walkers "whom we had left at rrweecl 
pa:-;sed along the road in front of us, 
and after detaining them lo1ng· enough 1o 
exchange cigarettes (rather a one-sided 
exchange, perhaps) and to photograph 
them with some of our own party, we 
farewelled them with sundry gQod-ana 
<>ther-wishes, more pointed than polite, 
and soolll set ,out to follow them for the 
\ast half mile or so of our forward journey, 
which ended on the sumpiit of a promi. 
nent bluff beside the road, whence we 
took a last look at that great panoramv. 
o·f that corner of our country-the coast­
line from beyond Fingal lighthouse ilt 
the south to the low and dimly visible'. 
ridge on the northern horizon, which 
marked the region of Southport, towards 
which we were no•w turning back; inlarnl 
Mount Warning, yesterday so distaf!.t, 
and now not much more than ten miles 
away; a,nd still that mass of mountains 
with Springbrook lifting its head above 
them as with the insistent challenge of so 
much-to us-unexplored country on .anJ 
about. it: a challenge which we decided 
to accept in. some future vacation when 
the opportunity offereff-for how can 
one claim to know o·ne's country withou+­
having seen something of the heauties of 
that small corner of our land, only too 
1ittle known to the majority of Queen~- · 
la:nders. 
The walk back, with the "chews n of 
sugar-cane, the one lift in a passing ibu.­
(not that we wanted more) and the hour 
spent on the rocks at Point Danger, wa~ 
no less enjoyable aind interesting; and it 
was with unabated high . spirits that we 
reached Southport at noo;n. on the follow~ 
ing day, having proved the exhilaration 
yet to be derived.from the most plimitiv~ 
mode of travelling, a.nd haviug c1iscovere<1 
yet another joy of 'Varsity life i11 the 
glorious· experience o·f a few days of care­
free life in the open air, with congenial 
companions-if not the ideal ·holiday, 
something very nearly so; and where, 
without · the friendships a.nd . smround­
ings of 'Varsity life, conld tlw oppo-r­
1.uni ly for such he found ~ 
G.H,J 
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~n Defence of the Er:igineer 
There is an impression abroad-indeetl 
it amounts to an obsession-that the 
engineer is a man temperate in thought 
and deed, and reliable in all things ; that 
he js regular and methodical, a good 
citizen, and a model father. In short, 
that. h~ . is more mechanical than hi~ 
machines. 
It is in protest against this popular. 
portrayal of the engineer as a per~;on of 
precision living a prim life on a diet nf 
prunes and prisms that I have take~ up 
my indignant pen. 
'fhe engineer has so long ~mffered under 
these unjust aspersionr:; that he har:; be­
c'ome by degrees reco·neiled, acqmescent. 
and complacent, until now he see;c; himself 
a~ essentially the man of regulated action 
rather than of fanciful thought or aes­
thetic feeling. The scientist may repre­
sent the brain of the commu1nity, the 
artist its heart; he is content if he be 
regarded as its hand-the r:;teady hand 
that does the world's work. Deny him 
· his brain and ·he becomes i)etulant, deny 
him his brawn . and he becomes po·nder­
ously indignant. 
But the engine·er is, in s1Jite of public 
opi1nion, a dreamer of dreams, a man of 
extremes and-incidentally-a little less 
reliable than the absent-minded scienfo;t 
of fiction. Despite hi:-; owu utilitarian 
protestations he lrnoww that a · fairy 
castle in the air is of far greater human 
import than a brick morgue by the murky 
river's bank. \Vere th c engineer as 
strictly practical as he is generally rep­
resented this wo-uld indeed be a sadder 
i£ a saner world. 
The greatest engineering structutes are 
often monuments of futilitv rather than 
utility-and the earth is the better for 
it. The larg·est of Egypt 's many mighty 
pyramids was designed by an engineer 
to house a mummy some five feet in 
length. The Eiffel tower served no use­
ful purpose whatever. It was a;n en­
gineers' grand gesture heavenwards and 
the world was content to pay for it a~ 
such, just. as it is content to . keep . 111 
luxury the poet 1vl10 w1·}tei::; one- good 
Ronnet in ten years.Who bnt an enginec1· ronlcl 11avr cou­
contiueut and mingling the watel"s _of tlle 
Atlantic witl1 thmrn or the l:'acihc 1 Anu 
wno but the same temperamental <:w _ 
sensitive soul would have abandoned tlie 
project owmg to the discomfort of mos­
q_mto bites. 
'l'here was once an eminent engineer in 
l::)outh America who was commissioned to 
de:::;ign a tunnel through a moun tarn 
range in order that an inland mme mig1u 
brmg it:::; ores to· the coast. As the resu1t 
of lm; lahours he produced a most spirited 
and attractive plan of a scenic railway 
across the mountain range. 'l'he tunnel 
wa.· relegated to Appendix A, where such 
dull things properly belong. 
A moment'::; thought will ::;how that t)lc 
moderation with which the engineer is 
so· often.invested is mostly mythical. Ob­
serve · him at his work. In the morning 
he is happily but hideously coated with 
grease and soot, '' black as the pit from 
pole to pole.'' In the aftemoon we see 
him carefully erasing imaginary blemishes 
from a virgin ::;heet of drawing paper. 
. It is customary nowadays to· hear a 
great deal of confused talk on the ::;tand­
ardisation of engineering practice, and 
elaborate schemes of simplification are in 
the air. Fortunately, few if any engineers 
allow these pestilential principles to 
affect their mode of life to any notice­
able extent. A glance at the library of 
any eminent engineer or at his vegetable 
garden will soon dispel any· illusiom; in 
this respect, although, on the other hand, 
one has heard of one early convert to 
standardisation who· now has a family of 
~jx boys each with red hair . and blue · 
eyes. But if we place cases such as this 
in the category where they belong, an<l 
treat them as the exceptions which prOYC 
the rule, · we must, I think, conclnclc that 
the engineer is no steady disciple of 
stodge pacing through life with :i;nechanical 
prec1srnn. Living he flits from flower tn 
ftmver, and dying earns the epitaph:­
I Here lies a Giddy Greaser ' 
Who has reeled across the Bar 
The "Eccentric was his God 
And the Crank his Guiding 1Star. 
__________________. 
ceived the idea of breaking through a \V.P.D 
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Note on the Increasing Interest in . Biological Science 
It is generally admitted that ihe years 
8ince the publication of Darwin 's Origin 
of Species have been characterised by a 
rapid development of Biology as a 
subject .of scientific research; but in the' 
seclusion of our academic banaina grov_es 
we are apt to overlook the marked in­
crease of outside i.nterest in the r:;ubjcct. 
Nevertheless, unmistakable signs of such 
interest are there for all who wish to ~cc. 
1l111e questio·n, """Where do flies go in th c 
winter-time?'' agitated the mrn;ic halis 
and dancing saloons before the research 
fellows of our University devoted their 
attention to the habits of those interesting 
a11d semi-domesticated insects; and those 
amongst us who have friends recently r<·­
ttv··ned from Europe know that, frt the 
· heart of the Empire, there are places of 
public entertainment where amusement i:-; 
biended with speculation on the psychol­
ogy and economic possibilitie6 of n 
creature still higher in the scale of life. 
As the problem under consideration i· 
stated with a completeuess and concise­
ness rarely found outside professional 
scientific circles we cannot do hetter tha11 
quote it in full; in spite of the unusual 
verse form :­
How can a guinea-pig shew he's glad 
If he hasn't got a tail to wag? 
All other animals you will find, 
Have got a little tail stuck on l>ehind. 
.... If you could put a tail upqn a guinea pig 
You- will fin'ish off a decent job; 
And the price of a guinea pig would 
t}1 1 quickly rise 
io From a guinea up to thirty bol>. 
r' A comparison between the second ques­
~ tion and the first reveals a striking­
• development in appreciatio·n of the 
1 
essential points of a scientific enquiry.
11
l the interest i.n the fly 111av not even be 
1
' scientific, but may be prorr{pted solely by 
vulgar curiosity; on the other hand the 
question about the guinea-pig shows a 
thorough understanding of modern 
biological research. 
Let us consider it in detail! 
11he main questio,n is stated in the fil'st 
two lines; and the introduction of the 
psychological element marks it as essen­
tia1ly a product of the twentieth century. 
rrhat the invcstigato-r po:-::sesses sufficientJ 
breadth of outlo.ok is indicated in the 
thh·d a1nd fourth . Jines, where he call~ 
attention to relevant phenomena, before 
embarking on the solution of his problem. 
This general survey sug'gests an extensio11 
nf the .original enquiry, and_like many oJ 
his predecessors, he finds that a question 
of purely scientific interest has led to a 
problem rich in economic possibilities. 
The estimate of profit to be expected from 
the proposed experiment in anima1 breecl­
ing· is sornewliat sanguine: thi8 suggests 
that thr o·rigi1nator of the whole scheme 
is an amateur; though we may not over­
look the possibility that he may · be a 
~ronthful graduate in flcience, a view sup­
p01·te<l by the slang· in the last line. 
However, this point is comparatively nn­
im portant. The main fact that emergc>s 
from our discussion is that in recen l 
years there has been a rapidly increasin~ 
interest in biofogical science combined 
with souncl appreciation of methods ancl 
economic possibilities of research. Strolflg 
iin the l'ealisation of this knowledge and 
interei;:t, our ne·w Faculty of Agriculture 
can undertake wjth confidence its task of 
living up to· the reputation of the rest of 
the University, ttind filling in the .Me c)f 
the State ~ space commensurate with the 
area it has annexed in the University 
grounds. 
f!. 
··~·~·~..._.. 
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Australian Native Literature 
For many years after the settlement of 
Australia it was customary to regard the 
native population as being one of the mo8t 
degraded rac·es iin the world. l .. atterly: 
however, this idea is disappearing, and 
we are forming a higher opinion of the 
abilities of the Australian black. Of tht• 
many causes which have contributed to 
our change of opinion concernfaJg him, 
perhaps none has had a greater effect than 
the discovery that, despite our former 
belief in the lack of self-expression among 
the natives, they possess a native litera­
ture which may yet prove to rival that or 
o·ur great Elizabethalll age. rrhe perso11 
responsible for this remarkable find is 
Professor 'l1rikem, of the l niversity of 
Nullusubi, who, while strolling Olle day by 
the banks of the Barcoo, came suddenly 
upon a cave. Entering therein he was 
both surprisecl and delighted to find tli <' 
walls decorated with native character:-;. 
Having deciphered these writings he 
learnt that beneath his fed lay buried a 
great mass of native literature o·f a period 
corresponding to our sixteenth century. 
Naturally he was greatly delighted at hi:-; 
find, whfoh proved to be· several thorn.;and 
ma1nuscripts of poems and plays written 
on yalka paper (the essence of fronbark 
boiled, then rolled, and finally toasted). 
After several months of laborious work. 
he _succeeded in translating some poemH 
which, strange to relate, are in a form 
none other thu,_{ that of the Engiish sonnet. 
Moreover, ' the !Sentiments arid style ~ir<' 
both very similar to that o·f Sidney, 
Daniel, . Drayton and their 80.nneting 
friend~. Thus, at the very time when 
literature, and particularly the sonnet, was 
being so well developed in Englaml, fa1· 
<:nvay in distant, miknown Australic! 
native bards were singing thejr sougs and 
addressing their sonnets by the banks or 
the Barcoo, just as were the Euglish poets 
in England. 
By kind permission of Professor 'l1rikem 
was enabled to quote some of the poem': 
11lrea(ly translated. Tlw fo11owi11g p()('m 
js a sonnet, IJo1tn 'l'1·irp. h5· 1l1e pO<'I 
Neva vVus: 
My love' has eyes as 'clear as Barcoo's 
streams; 
Above, her eyebrows curve like 
boomerangs; 
Her goodly hair adown her forehead hangs 
And round her swan-like neck it clings and 
gleams; 
Her goodly cheeks are matchless, so me 
seems, . 
And, twixt those luscious lips, two shining 
gangs 
Of teeth, as 'white as pearls from 
Kamarjangs, 
Peep forth when she so sweetly on me 
beams. 
Wherefore to her my wand'ring Ilea.rt h~s 
fHYwn, 
'l'o her I'll cling ·as doth the prickly pear 
Unto the skin of him who sits thereon, 
Or as the 'possum to the native bear. 
So dear I love my Brugawallagoo 
To please her I would give he~· my nardoo. 
Note in this sonnet the likeness to those 
of most of the Elizabethans in both theme 
and style. Note the same in the following 
:-;onnet also, the writer befog Gitb.it 
'l1chillin: 
. Koalas gaily gambol in the gums; 
The curlews carol mournful melodies; 
The carpet snakes chase 'possums up · the 
trees; 
Among the wattle blooms the wild bee 
hums; 
While through the bush the ·gay goanua 
comes, . 
A-frisking gaily in the evening breeie; 
The dingoes chase the wobbly wallaMes; 
The bunyips battle with the gooligum~, 
All things are gay save only me aJone. 
In me n.aught is but bosom-rending pain , 
No room is there for snake or '1wssum­
bone, .. 
No room for aught save woe at her discll"'i" . 
To make me suffer thus my mistress dn,rl' . 
Must have a heart as hard as ironbark. 
Again, take this song : 
The kangaroos kang, 
The wallabies wop, 
But ah, poor me! 
At home, I stop. 
No more I make the speedy tortoise star!-. 
With hunting yell, for broken is my heart. 
But enougl1 ! r.ro write more wonlcl hr 
unfair to Prof. Trikem by spoiling tl1e 
~ales of his intended publication. mld ali-10 
this should be qnitc "11<mgh finall.'· to· ex­
t.i11guiR11 t1rnt wrong old iclea roncerning 
thr nbility of onr natiYr rncr . 
Bowie G. 
I 
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University Societies 
THE UNIVER&IT.Y UNION. 
A'::!i usual, first term hm; come to au end. 
rrhe freshers have been welcomed, and the 
graduates cast out into the world, both 
with · the best wishes of the Unio·n. 
Commem. was a great success. 'rlie spirit 
of the gatheri.ng at the dinner and dance 
was as excellent as the attendance. The 
procession, in the morning, was ''on 
time,'' and was hailed as a success by the 
. Press in general; and the Degree Cere­
mony, held in the Exhibition llali in .the 
afternoon, certainly made . up in mirth 
any.thing it may have lacked in wit. Due 
to the· decision of the Senate to confe1• 
on H.R.H. the Duke of York the Degree 
of LLD., we are blessed with an additional 
degree ceremony this yem'. The under­
grads. were very magnanimously 
admitted to this ceremony, and thE:i 1 
presence did .not detrcict in any way from 
the jonity of the proceedings. A letter 
of appreciation was rcr. 0.i\· c~d from H.R.H. 
some days afterwards. 
Apart from these social actiYities, tbe 
Union CounciLhas b.ecn very b11sily engag­
ed since the commencement . or the year. 
· The S.B. sub-committee now has had .its 
cOiistitution definitely set out, its statns, 
fol'mation, etc., bei.ng therei11 defined. 
'l1he regulations of the lJuion, whicl1 
were drawn up by a sl1b-committee 
appointed towards the cud of l!J26, have 
now been considered, and where necessarv 
0 
amended by the Council, and are to b0 
jmblished, after a final co11sideratio11, in 
conjunction with the revised ccnstitu­
tion, for 1928. 
At p'rese.nt, a sub-commi1tee js ei1gaged 
in revising the Union constitution. Its 
report will be presented to- the first 
Council meeting in third term. 
The Unio.n accommodation .committee i~: 
still considering suggestions · for Union 
buildings, etc.,. in the new · University. It 
is hoped to have this work comnleted by 
tl1e end of the yeai'. 
Tlw nnl~· remaining sorjal activit~· L" 
1 he Rhodes Scho1a1· farewrll dance, to he 
held in the last week of second term. 
MEN'S CLU:B. 
l:)iuce the fresher '8 welcome iu first term 
the Men's Ulub, as a body, has been more 
or less dormant, but js about to spring to 
life again .on July 23rd, ·when a mask.eel 
fancy dress ball will be held, at which 
the Club will entertain members of the 
staff, the women's club, and the men ana 
women gi·aduates' associations. This 
event, wl1icl1 proved such a success last 
year, is something novel in the line of 
social · events at the 'Var'::!iity, and, it i:-; 
hoped, will be well patronised e:-;pecially 
by members o.£ the Ulub itself. 
---, 
WOMEN 'S CLUB. 
-'l1he Annual Club Dance was held this 
year on May 7th, and was a great succe:-;~. 
During the Royal visit the National 
Council of Women held a reception for 
the Duchess.. Our President, among 
others, ·wa::; presented, and tbil'ty under· 
graduates were asked to assist. \Ve have 
since been presented by the N.C. W. with 
a facsimile of the address which the 
Duchess received, and we aL"e duly proud 
of it. 
The beautifying committee have pro­
cured a couch whereon we may re­
cline with comfort, and their efforts in 
other directions are greatly appreciate.J. 
EVENING AN·D EXTERNAL 
s ·TUDENTS ' ASSOCIATION. 
1The· expressio.n of a long-existent reel­
ing, among hoth day and · (•vening 
students, has been achieved in the recent 
attempt made to draw evening stndenti'.; 
into the corporate life of the University. 
An EYening and External Students' A s­
sociation was formed tentatively rmd wiJJ 
serve the purpose, for the re1~~inder or 
this year, of enabling e·ve.ning . and ex. 
ternal students resident in Brisbane fa 
meet arnl know each other so·cially. rhrnt 
this integral part of UniYersity trainino­
has been desired by evening ~tuclents ]~ 
evidcnc.cc1 b~· the rntlinsiastjc T<:>rrption 
1he- firsL efforl in this direction w~~ 
accorded. The first evening students' 
dance was a social and financial success. 
0 
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It is anticipated that the combi,ned 
efforts of the Evening Students com­
mittee and of Union officials witi result it~ 
the acquisition next year by the Uniou 
of a gr~t increase in strength and 
numbers. In order to give day and even­
ing ~tudents an opportunity to meet, the 
evenmg and external students o·f the 
University extend a cordial invitation to 
the University staff and the day studenb 
to· attend their next da.nce and genera. 
meeting. Evening dress is optional. 
WOMEN GRADUATE,S ASSOCIATION 
The executive committee of the Women 
Graduates Association for 1927-1928 is as 
follows:­
President, Miss Beryl Steedman ; Vice­
Presidents, Misses Dora I.;ockington and 
Dorothy Denniss; Hon. Secretary, Miss · 
Gwen Hughes; Hon. Treasurer, Miss 
Jessie Smart; Members of Committe<:: 
Misses Freda Bage, Lexie Macmillan, E. 
Frances Craig, and Ruth George. 
CHRIS'TI.IAN UNION. 
'rhe programme which was roughly out­
lined in the first issue of '' Galmahra'' 
thii-; year has been adhered . to as far as 
possible. The series of mid-day addresses 
has, we regret to say, heen rather irregu­
lar; but the lectures that liavc been given 
have been greatly appreciatt>d and have 
proyided a stimulus to the. religious 
thought of the Union. Arrangements 
have been made for addresses to be deliv­
ered. every Monday during the remainder 
of the academic year, two or three series 
being included. 
Eight study circles are being conducted 
this year, six at the University and hvo in 
Colleges, the total number of students 
attending being ab'out seventy. 'l.1his ~ho-w~ 
a gratifying improvement on £ormer years . 
We were glad to have the . o·pportunity, 
this ye'ar, of giving a helping hand to 
the newly-formed Christian Union at tl e 
Teachers' Training College, where bvo of 
our members conduct circles every week. 
The first week encl of' .Tuiy sa;v what 
has probably been the mm;t s11ccess~~1l 
Christian Union Conference 1wlcl in 
QePrn~land. This yefll' the Y.·Vi.r.r .A. Ilo1i­
clay Home at Southport was chosen and 
proved an ideal spot for the purpose. Over 
fifty, most of whom were undernraduates, 
gathered there to study the ideas under­
lying the aims of basis of the Student 
Christian Movement. A sincere endeavour 
to get at the truth about c·entral realities 
of life was attt.mded by a considerable 
amount of success in the study circles, 
the addresses and the general discussions. 
The same happy spirit of comradeship 
that characterises all Christian Union 
activities prevailed throughout the week­
1end, and although time for recreation 
was rather limited everynne made the 
most of the lighter side of the conference 
life. 
In conclusion we wish to reiterate that 
the Christian Union wants more members 
-not for their subs. but for themselves. 
Our aim is to unite ALL students in a 
friendship which shall give them oppor­
tunity ·and help to test the 'l1ruth o.f 
Christ's Way of Life . There is room iu 
the Christian Union for every student at 
the University. IE you have not yet 
joined, think it over, get more ir.forma­
tion if necessary, and the.n join up and 
become one o·f us. 
WIDER EDUCATION SOCIETY. 
It is pleasant to · contemplate tl.1e po1-; _ 
sihilities o-f the period betv.reen 9ne and 
two o'clock when, after swallowing nutri- , 
tious subst~nces, o-ne may dream in bliss­
ful contentment. But a large number of 
students prefer (on rnmrsdays) to foregu 
these after-lunch fantasies and to come to 
the half-hour lectures of the Wider Ed1t­
cation Society. 
Since last issue of '' Galinahra·'' we haYt.' 
had some excellent lectures on variow:; 
subjects. Jn April, Miss Freda Bage ; 
Principal of the Women's College, gaYe 
us a .delightful account o·f her .' 'Exper; 
iences among the Students of Europe,' · 
and described the hardships of many 
students in those countries whfoh were so . 
terribly affected by the Great War. 
'rlien we had a n1ost interesting aclclress 
on "Italy-Yesterday, To-day and To­
morrow" by Count di San ·Marzano·, the 
Itaforn consul for Qncenslanct Tfr slwwe<l 
how Italy hafl risen and fallen in foe past. 
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and· then . ::>poke ,r rnode1:11 Haiy and il::; 
administrators. 
. ~fr. P. 1\1. Hamilton, Principa1 of 
Scott's College, \Varwick, deliyered a 
lecture O'Il rrhe League of Nations. It was 
a ·lucid and comprehensive account of the 
nature and the work of the l..ieague, and 
humorous touches made it all the more 
cnj-oyable. 
Mr. W. Kyle addressed the Society on 
''Freedom o·f the Will.'' He pointed out 
that although the basis of our character 
was given to us at birth, yet the develop­
me11t of that character rested in our own 
hands. 
In the lecture ''Forestry-from behind 
the scen.es," by Mr. E. II. ] . Swain, of the 
Qrieensland Forestry Service, we ·were 
given an idea. of the .vast wealth o·f forests 
in our country. Forestry, he stated, i:-; 
yet iin its infancy and while a few aspects 
have heen touched upon there remains a 
large and almost unexplored· ·field · for 
study. 
A lantern lecture was given by Dr. II. 
C. Richards on ''Stones and their Micro­
Rtructure '' h1 the Geology lect.ure~rcmm. 
Dr. Richards dealt in a.n intere~ting- and 
instructive manner with the various forms 
of rocks, illustrating their structure by 
means of lantern slide~. 
The lectures have ·an been ·well ·at­
tended, and enthusiastically received, and 
we are very grateful to the IPcturers for 
their excelfont addresses. 
MUSICAL SOCIETY. 
"' After a period of comparative in­
activity the Society has at last something 
to show as the result of 1hc past year'~ 
work, in the highly sue••.cssful concer~ 
held oil Jn.ly 16th in the mafa11 hall. This 
co.ncert, combining i·evivals of old favour.. 
ites and first performance:; of other pieces, 
botlr in ehoral an(l :-;0]1) numbers, wa:.; 
highly grat)fying to the Society, and (a~ 
far as we have }ward) to the audienc<'. 
The programme c011cludrd 'vith onr 
second performance of the "Peasa.nt 
Cantata,'' whieh was broadeast Ly 
station 4QG, thus, we hope, making the 
existence and objects of the Societ ·· 
kno,vn to a nnmber of people ·who had 
nO'L heard of it previously. W c arc mueh 
indebted to the soloi::its for their assi:-;1:­
a,nce with items whic.11 were in keeping 
with the nature of the choral numbern. 
and which were much appreciated. '\Ve 
are especially grateful to Miss Isobel 
Andrews and Mr. ·Jas. Hunter, whos1-· 
splendid woi·k in the solo parts of the 
cantata did much towards ·the success o.f 
that item. We might also express here 
our appreciation of Mr. Dalley-Scarlett's 
enthusiasm and energy as conductor, 
which made such ·a successful concert 
possible,· also of Mr. Denmead 's valuable 
help as assistant conductor since the bt>.:. 
ginning of the year·. 
In reRpo·nse to a.n invitation £ro1h thf! 
Combined Musical Festival Council, the 
Society . has · agreed . to assist in the 
Festiv:al. to be held in October in. the 
Exhibition Hall, in .aid o.f the Queenslan_9 
Ambulance Brigade. As this wi1l be n 
rather bigger uudert.aking than anything 
we have yet attempted, we shall be glad 
of the assista~1ce of ~my past members of 
the Society wlrn can rejoin us for the next 
two months and he'lp us to justify 'onr in­
clusion iri this festival with 'the leadi11g 
choirs of the city. · This will be a suitable 
tiine, too, for ·any 'vou~d-be ,new member8 
·wJrn are still· hesitatjng abont jo·ining the 
Society to ·come in. · We shall be glad 
of · any ·increase .in numbers, which will 
help to n1a-ke the~ second · effort of . the 
year a~ great w success as the first ha-s 
been. 
--·­
DRAMATIC SOCIETY. 
During first term the activities of this 
society were confin ed, chiefly, to reading 
plays that might possibly be produced. 
Since no producer conld be obtained it was 
necessary to abandon the idea of playing 
''The Private SecrctRry. '' In its place 
it was decided to stage three one-act 
plays:-'' The Dumb and the Blind,'' by 
Harold Chapin, '' 'rl1e Monkey's Paw, '' 
by \V. W .•TacobH, and "rrlw Man in the 
Howler Hat,'' by A~ A. Milne. \\Then final 
arrangrmenfa had been made only 'four 
WN'ks were left to rehearse. 
rrhe staging of one-act plays is a dep"art­
nrc from previons practice ; but the per­
formances were certainly most sur.cessfnl. 
On hoth nights t11c (lctors pla~'rc1 hrfon' 
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large and appreciative audiences. A:-; a 
ret:iult the productions haYe proved a great 
financial success. 
The parts in" The Dumb and the Blind," 
produced by Dr. J. V. Duhig o.f the Reper­
tory Theatre Society, were played by 
Misses Flo. Bell and Gwen Spurgin, and 
Messrs. R. J. H. Risson and S. W. Bryan; 
in "The Monkey's Paw," produced by 
Prof. J. ~J. Stable, by Mjss Jessie BHtcher, 
Messrs. N. E. Moore Raymond, R. J. H. 
Risson, A. Bradford, and Dr. F. W. White­
bouse; in "The Man in the Bowler Hat.': 
produced by Mr. N. E. Moore Raymond, 
by Misses Alice Stockdale an cl Gladys Iia1­
stead, Dr. F. W. Whitehouse and Mesi:;rs. 
II. N. C. Bandi<lt, E. A. Fnrncjs, and A. 
JI. Thomas. 
The Society 'vishes to take this oppor­
tnnit~r to thank those w'l10se 'York s::> 
farg-ely was responsible for the sncc<:'ss 
of the performances, especially those who 
nrtr<l as prodncers. 
DEBAT!ING SOC'IETY. 
During first term the socjety held six 
ol'Cljnarv debates. and one inter-sociefr 
rlrbate . . The attendances were not as larg'c 
a-: mig'ht be expected, but alJ -Present 
showed keen interest and a willing-ness 
to take part jn the ::ictivities of the socie1·v. 
Because so few Fridays wc1·r availab] e 
on]y two clebates have hPen helil durinc 
th~ prrsrnt tPrm. Of tlwsr on0 was n 
contet:it between the \Vomen ':::; College and 
the Women's Club on the subject "that 
tl1e Australian is lacking in appreciation 
of Art." At this, as at nearly all the 
debates held during the year, the decision 
was given by adjudication and not by 
the vote of the house. 
An inter-so·ciety debate was arra1:1ged 
with the Queensland branch o~ the Aus­
tralian Journalists' Association on the 
subject ''that the modern newspaper 
press is pernicious.'' The Debating 
Society, represented by Messrs. Thomas. 
Neville and Bradford, supported the 
motion. Mr. E. J. D. Stanlev, ·who acted 
as adjudicator, gave his deci~io-n in favour 
of the ,Journalists. 
At the present moment ~rrang-ements 
are being made for a debate against the 
Brisbane Grammar School Old Boys' As­
socfation on the same subject: while on 
August 4th a debate will be held against 
the Men.'s Graduates Association on the 
subject ''that under present con<litio-ns 
celibacy is preferable to married life." 
The society will be represented b~r 1Vfess1·s. 
W. Har<lie. A. Bradford, and H. Bandidt, 
who will be our representatives also in 
the Inter-University debates which will 
be held in Adelaide in the laRt wrek in 
Auvnst. We wish our team every ~mccess 
in their forthcoming contestR: and w<> 
l10oe that they will he even mm·<> snccr~-w 
fnl thnn pr~vious trams. 
--**­
TRAGEDY IN 
I. 
She was most circumspect 
When I asked for a kiss; 
She didn't object-
She was most circumspect-
But she said: "Our home's wrecked 
If my husband knows this!" 
She was most circumspect 
When I asked for a kiss! 
II. 
He got a div.orce, 
And I was co-re.; 
We we~·e caught, and, of course. 
He got a divorce, 
.-­
THIOLF~TS. 
I was filled with remorse 
'fo think that through me 
He got a divorce, 
And I was co-re. 
III. 
I see it all now; 
She has gone to her lover. 
I was duped-and oh! how 
I see it all now ... .. . 
If I get him, I vow 
He shall never recover! 
I see it all. Now 
She has gone to her lover .... 
N. E. Moore Raymond. 
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University Sport 
BOAT CLUB. 
Since the last issue of '' Galmahra'' we 
have rowed a race and we have lost. \Ve 
trained every day for twelve weeks. we 
travelled 1500 miles, we spent £150: we 
rowed in the Australian Universities Boat 
Race and we came last. 'Yes. it was dis­
' appointing; and it was some · time before 
those eight men who represented the 'Var­
sity managed once more to raise their tails 
from between their respective legs. For 
this year our chances· were good, the 
crew were keen and we really rxpected 
to do better than we did-but Fate and 
nve other crews were agoainst us and onr 
hopes were dashed to the ground. Non<' 
of us saw very much of the race. but we 
all were able to appreciate that it was ft. 
ding-dong strug-gle. For the first half of 
the course Jess than a length and a half 
separated all the crews; l::ut. soon afte.r 
the half-way ma~k, the 'wonderful con­
dition of the West Australian crew took 
them well into the lead, and although once 
challenged by Victoria they kept ahea<l 
f01· the remainder .o·f the course. Victoria 
followed them over the line half-a-Jengfo 
away. Tasmania arrived next. a length 
further back. Adelaide came fourth . 
. leading Sydney by a length~ Queensland 
being half-a-length behind Sydney. This 
is the first time that a Qt1eensland cre'iY 
has come ]ast in this race. 
We offer our heartiest congratulations 
to the West Australian crew and ·hope 
that when next we have the pleasure of 
measuring blades with them we will see 
a good deal more o.f them than we did in 
the race at Penrith. 
The ordinary work of the Club .has been 
nrogressing favourably, much keenness 
being shown by hoth old and young mcm­
herR. On April 9th a crew. stroked by 
T. E. Collins, won the . combination fours 
at the Commercial Club's regatta, and on 
the day after Commen. the eight was 
beaten by two feet in the "S,enior Eights)' 
race at a similar regatta. · On May 14fo 
we managed . to ·null off th'e . ',·Senioi· 
Eights" at the G<P.S.O.B.R.C. -regatta., 
and on June llth an untrained crew won 
· the Junior-Senior fours at the Commer­
cial Club's regatta. 
It is most gratifying to note the keen­
ness of the new members who roll up 
every day for a paddle, and are. in most 
cases, making good progress. Vve are 
considerably hampered in our efforts to 
coach new members by the lack of a suit­
able heavy practice four; but we hope 
that by the · e.nd of the "year we shall have 
one or even two of these boats added to 
our fleet. 
The Boat Club Dance was, as usual, 
held at the end of first term and was 
attended by abo'llt 2GO persons. The even­
ing was, as all 'Varsity dances are, a com­
plete social success . and the profits de­
rived from it proved a suhstantial addi­
tion to the club funds. '£he · thanks of 
the Club are due to those ladiei; who 
rendered such invaluable - assistance in 
carrying out the arrangements f0r· tl1C 
dance, and to those memh0rs whose "puh­
'licity-campaign" was no· donbt largely 
responsible for the record attendance ·of 
undergraduates. 
FOOTBALL CLUB N.01I"ES.. 
It cannot be said that this has been 
a very successful season from the point 
of view of winning matches, but an es­
timate of the standard of football cannot 
be obtained from a review of the results 
of matches played. 
1N e have won only two games in local 
'competition this year, but we have .not 
t ·een hopelessly outplayed in any of the 
other matches. 
The Club had an enjoyable, if 110t ove1· 
successful, ..tri:r to Sydn~y and Newcastle 
during the vapation. We played Sydney 
University on May 25th. After au even 
game Sydney lJniversit:v t>merg•' t~ · vic­
torious by 20 points to 16, the half-time 
scores being 13-8 in favour of Sydne~v. 
By losing this match we lost the 
McI.Jeod Shield for 1927. 
On May 28th we. opposed a ~'ep~·esenht ­
tive Newcastle team1 but our te~m was 
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weakened oy the absence of two players 
injured iu Sydney and the effect of 
travelling was apparent in the match, 
in which Yve were beaten by 30 po·int~ 
tn 9. 
We have not been extremely fortunate 
as regards the personnel of the teams. 
Our Captain, ,Jack Lynam, acting under 
medical advice, was obliged to resign, 
and his services, both as Captain and 
player, were much missed. Hulbert was 
elected Captain in his stead and has clonr 
credit to himself in his position. 
Earlier in the season we lost one of 
our best fonvards in Gerrand, wlu 
migrated to Point Cook. Hickey, too~ 
has been out of action for some time, 
owing to a broken ankle. 
These losses unfortunatelv nC'cessitate 
bringing up from "B" gra rlr ran};:;;; 
playPrs who had not completed a season 
in that grade, and conseqnently they arc 
getting their experirnce in the "A" 
grade im;tead of "B" grade. 
There has been a great jmprovem0n1· 
i·n the interest in football displayed by 
the Colleges. The majority of the Clnb 
'members are Collegians; as a result of 
t11is. there was a marked improvement 
in the standard of Inter-College Foothall 
this year. All the games werr very even, 
and Kings', .Johns', :mn T.ieo 's rnded nn 
equal in points, each h:n·ing won two 
matches. 
The Baxtrr Cnp match resnltPd in a win 
for the Colleges by 24-14. 
ATHLETIC OLUB. 
'I'he annual general mt>f'ting of t11e 
A.thletic Club was held on Andl 4th, Ftnrl 
the following offir.ers werr. elected :~Pr<'­
sident, Pro•fessor Michie: Vfoe-President~. 
Professor Pwr1ne1l an<l Di-. Bryan : Can·· 
t:iin. Mr. J. M. Hulbert: Vice-Captain, Mr. 
H. R. Berg: SecrP.tar:v. Mr.•T. G. H;.:irrison: 
Trea~urer, Mr. M. Whitf': Delegates tn 
O.A.A.A.. Vicr-f1::inhlin mirl Secretary: 
Delegates to U.Q.S .TT.. Cnritain ar.d Ser 
tary. 
The annual F:nods wE:>re held on th'· 
E'x11ib1tion Oval on Mav J1th. A tmrt 
from the staff and students of the Univer­
!'dt~T' l10wevrr. th rre 1Yrrr. few spectators. 
In the Inler-College event:::; John )s rC'­
coYered 1.heir supremacy, which they had 
lost to King's in 1926. 'l'he final results 
were: J o]m 's, 22 pnints; Leo 's, 9-! points, 
King's , 3·l points; a.nd Emmanuel, 1 point. 
'.I.1he Wilkinson Cup, for the best per­
former of the year, was awarded to J. G. 
Harrison. In the women':;: eventi;.. MiR·:; 
D. Hill was the outstanding perfor~ncr. 
The IntC'r- 'Varsity athletics wcl'e held 
in Melbourne, and were won by foe home 
team . Svdnev was second. and Adelaide 
third. .&ir. iiarrison was Queen~hmd 's 
sole representative. 
It is to be lamented that there ]s so 
little interest in 'Varsity athletics at lW<'­
sent. This, no donbt, is due to the small 
nnmbf'rs of the University, and 1·0 the 
rrquirrments of such bodies as the Foot­
ball rlnb . f1C'rfainly· interC'st is shown on 
tlw dav of tlie sports, but there is ver:v 
lit11C' kf'"HTI<'Rs and activity throngho11t 
thr vN11>. TntP1·-Club contests are helrl 
rwri~clirFi llv. Active competitio.n on th" 
nart o ~ th<' University Athletic 0lnl· 
'vonlcl hr, wrlcomP<l in theRe comnetition<;:. 
H nu1v be stated ]1ere that Mr. W. Thom­
!':Oll. '~rho ·in J926 cantainrd thP Qnern~­
fanrl Tnt0r-Sfate Athletic tram. i!=! willin<!' 
fo help the <ilub in- ~my ·way that hr 1~ 
able. · 
Tt. will he necei=rnarv inPxt :vf'::u~ to sp,111 
;:it Jrn~t thr"e cnmneti.tors to SyilnPV fo1· 
tbr Tntf'r-'VarRitv athleticR. in ordPr +o 
havf' +llf' Tnter- 'V::irRHv contestR i11 Bri~. 
hane in 1929. All athletes. therefore, a1·r 
rm'nf'Rtlv 11Rkf'il to train for · onr l1<'Yi. 
mf'Ptin!!'~ that the 1Tniversitv br re-present­
Nl adeciuatel~~ next year. 
MEN'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
Althong-h 011r hock<'y teams have not 
met with nrnch succesR i·n fixtnres. bo·th 
have steaclil>r inmroved, and WC' helievi;1 
i·hp A team will i1e1·form wrll in Svdnev 
next month. The B tC'am. as nsnal, haR 
snfff'1·c<l comdderably owing to trips anc1 
vacations. 
Thr i11trr-Hniversitv Carnival J1;:ic.: b<'P11 
·Axed definitelv for Svd:nev from ./\ rn:rnst 
24th. which ~eans that 'Varsit:v nli:ivf'1'c.: 
~~·ill be 11m1hlP to take nart in the Inter­
R1 ntr matclH'S to he l1rkl jn Brisb~n" 
<lnring- the sFime wcrk. 'rhis Sf'<'mR i·::ithrr 
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WOMEN'S HOCKEY CLUB.a pity, but the deciding body should know 
what is best. 'l111i::; year great interest has centred 
round the visit of an English women'~ 
In Brisbane fixtures this year there hockey team. 'l'he maLch, ~ueensland v. 
was :not the usual grading round, ancl Bngland, was played on the ~xh1b1t1011 
this helps to account for the A team'::; oval on Saturday, July 23rd, resulting in 
low position in the competition table­ a win for the English women 15-2. We 
the team always being very unsettled ~or congratulate Misses Hill, Ferguson and 
most of the first round. However, the Bpurgin on being chosen representto 
personnel suffers little change no-w fro1n Queensland. 
week to week, and the ahle coaching of One memher of the English team ila::; 
Mr. Badham is having effect. The main consented to remain in Queensland for 
fault at present is that the fo_!'wards are six weeks to act as coach for the various 
rather slow when in the circle. They clubs. 
reach it often enough, but too seldoni Once again University has found it 
does a score result. difficult to complete Q.W.H.A. fixtures 
owing to postponements for Inter-StateFixtures were cancelled on J"uly 23rd 
practices.owing to the visit of the Englishwomen 's A successful dance -was held on Junehockey team. 'l,heir combination and 18th, by which 've hope to clear £20. The 
control over the ball 8eemed 1vellnigh ~ale of sweets at dramatic and n11rnical 
perfect, and were object lesso·ns to all of societies' entertainments further augment­
us. We offer our eongratulations to the ed our funds by £16. 
H1rce University worn.en who repre:-;entecl Inter- 'Varsity hockey will be held in 
(~ucensland against them. Sydney i11 the first week of vacation. 
The following team has been chosen:­
Oui· Club dance, held on July 25th, wa::-; Misses D. Hill (Captain), G. Ferguson 
a yery enjoyable function, and therefore (Vice-Captain), G. Spurgin, E. Nimmo, 
a success. In addition, we are pleased l\L Merry, V. Dent, E .. Murray, D. Hard­
to state that the financial result was very ing, E. Stirling, H. Onton, B. Weeks, J. 
gratifying. Smart. 
--**___ 
HOME-THOUGHTS FROM . IN DIGS. 
Oh, to be with mother 
Now that winter'~ there, · 
And whoever stays with mother 
Finds his woolly underwear 
In the lowest drawer of the bedroom chest, 
While the tickly side of the undervest 
By its chafings brings to the shiv'ring brow 
Pained wrinkles-now! 
And after dressing, think what follows , 
When the reel throat glows from all it 
· swallows! 
There, there are piles of fresh, hot-buttered 
toast 
And eggs and things-the food of those in 
cfover, 
· ·who welcome dinner for its well -cooked 
roast. 
That is at home; but her·e I think twice over 
Bef.ore I risk a now impaired digestion 
Upon the food I question. 
And though the air is nippy with the frost 
I find mere cotton singlets-to my cost­
An d ·socks, of which I hope a pair or so 
May have the li:oles in places· that won't show. 
. W, 
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~, The University Colleges 
KIN1G'S 
rrhe Uollege year began with pair.t and 
a batch of fresher8. The paint, which is 
found to be much more decorativ·e than 
the. enthusiastic efforts of our College 
artists, was applied to the interior of the 
College during the last lo·ng vacation. Our 
eleven freshers arrived later. 
During the present term. we have had 
the pleasure of welcoming Chris. Jfo~ss 
and Johnnie Hunt back into College. We 
also learn that Jack MnlhoHand has de­
cided that our company is 8omewhat more 
. bearable than that of the mosquitoes of 
the Upper Stanley. He expects to return 
to King's towards the end o,f the month. 
We wish to congratulate St.. John's on 
their win in athletics, and Emmanuel on 
their victory in tennis. In football, after 
the hardest games played in inter-college 
football for · some time, \Ve share the 
honours with John's and Leo·'s. 
The social life of the College is much 
as usual. However, some disturbance 
lrns been caused of late b~v the fact that 
two rival schools of music have sprung 
up. These consist, on the one hand of 
th.ose who delight in the gr:nnophorn': the 
wireless and the piano, and , on the other. 
of the bathroom songsters. The latter 
must .be the forerunners of a new depar­
ture m the art. We find it verv difficult 
to appreciate their efforts. . 
Tl,ie Debating Committee. wh ·icb iH 
religiously elected each year, haR manag­
ed; to ho-ld only one c1ehatc. The com­
mittee considerH that our members con ­
tinue to run such large telephone accountN 
that there is :no need for debates. 
Bob Risso11 has gr°'vn tired of " ·alkin o­~nd, to t~w deligl1t of 1110 coll0gians, h;~ 
mvestec1 rn a car. Go-l'Clo11 Gnin1 with thi: sa~e dislikes, prowls about in 1:hc 11ppe1~ 
regions of the air in an aeropla.ne. 
ST. JOHN'S 
This year finds the College nearly full. 
No loillger are there spare· rooms into 
which our surplus gear may overflow· bui.. 
fr?m every window beams the steady 'elec­
tric ~]are, a~d a discreet silence pervacle8 
the mght (with the reservation mentio·necl 
later), whhe the engineer8 in partjcula1· 
measure the distance between now ai1d 
November. Yet we are alive- and kickinO'. 
It is quite a time since the interest ~1 
College and 'Varsity sport has been so 
general-we have been well represente<1 
on the football and hockey fields and in 
the boats, besides in athletics and 
swimming. In the fine art8, the 
primitive strains of flute and 
mouth-organ have given place to 4 QG 
and Bill Barlow's gramophone, which <1is­
col~rses artistically round the camp fire, 
wlnch one of our membe_rs keeps ~oing for 
the good of the greatest number that can 
be squeezed into his room in "Eclale." 
We have lost "Pines" Anderson from 
amongst us, also another ancient land­
mark in the person of Eric Freeman who 
took to himself a wife a}Jont Easter 'time. 
Three o·thers-George Seaman, Keith Hall 
and Ned Kelly, have announced thei1· 
eng~gements, so. that we feel very growu 
up rndeed. This, with the sobering in­
fluence of . our numerous grad. residents, 
goes far tO' explai1n the air of sober retic­
ence which pervades us at the supper 
table and at other times of relaxation. 
Although much glass has been broken 
this year. it has been sacrificed to the 
demands of sporting efficiency rather than 
of hilarious exuberance. 
Thm:;e who attended onr Dance will not 
al<:'e(l reminding what a glorio·ns time the~7 
had. and those who read "Argo" will lw 
able best to judge our thought and liter­
ary · expression. But only ourselves can 
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know what a jolly thing life at t:;t ..John':..; 
js, so we desist from attcmpti::; at further 
persuasion. · 
ST. LEO'S 
Owing to the number o·f Universit)' 
under-graduate freshers who haYe entered 
College this year, St. Leo 's has shown a 
much more pronounced interest in College' 
and University affairs than· hltherto. 
The debating and sporting clubs of the 
College have been very active thjs year. 
St. I..ieo 's ra:nked as one of the premie,~ 
football teams, and won :;;econd place i11 
A t.J1letics. 
Debates have been arranged with the 
Christian Brothers' Old Boys' As0ciatio!1 
and with St. Joseph 's College, whiah 'Will 
take place on the 22nd and 24th July rt'· 
:;;pectively. Under the auspices of thP 
Debating Club the present Consul for 
Ttaly, Count di San Marzano, gave a lec­
ture to the students on ''The Resurref. 
tion of Italy," which pro·ved both instnw · 
tive and of absorbing interest. 
The College ''At Home'' waR held on 
the 18th May, and proved a marked social 
succeRs. 
J. Laycock, B.B., is back again in St 
I1eo 's for a few months. 
The students regret that Mr. Hickey~ 
who proved a to~ver o·f strength jn tk 
first inter-collegiate football match, broke 
his ankle while pr::ictii•:inµ- for the 1-'C'cond 
and wa:;; confined to hospital for i::;o·rne 
time. 
EMMANUEL. 
Our main object of: interest-the build­
ing extension-ii::; nearing completion. 11 
is a three-i::;toried brick structure, with ten 
studcnt8 ' l'oorus, dining-room, kitclieu, ·and 
domestic staff quarten;. The Goveruor­
Gcueral has consented to open tbc new 
wing o·n ~I.1hursday, llth August. 
Apropos of this, our Councillors have 
decreed that our ''At Home'' cannot takt.: 
place before this auspicious day--whicll 
means that we must wait until early jn 
rrhird Term. 
The Billiard 'rour.nament disclosed evid­
ence of K. Kirke 's dissipated youth, an<l 
was responsible for the addition of a ne,,.· 
cue to the rack-the winner's trophy. 
Our musical fraternity have formed a 
"Glee Party," consisting of four tenor~ 
and six basse8. 'l,heir chef-cl 'oemTe J-.; 
" Absent." '11 hey sing as though they 
mean it. 
\Ve have done fairly well in sport,, man­
aging to defeat Leo 's in cricket. In tenn:ls 
we were successful, after some good 
games. 
The other three Colleges wer~ juSt too 
good for us in football, but there also we 
had some very good games~ 
'11 ales of one, Sturtridgc, reach us ·now 
and then; he seems to be enjoying life. 
The College four are hard at it on the 
river, and should give a good account Clf 
themselves. 
THE WOMEN'S COLLEGE. 
'' Minyan'' now belongs · to ancient 
history, for, at the beginning of the year 
a new cottage of far greater beauty was 
ready to take i1:-: place. '11liis Jrnihhng. 
officially opened by the Chief ,Tustice, ha:-i 
been christened ''Thornton,'' in honou 1· 
of its benefactress, Mrs Thorn. 
For some time there has been steadily 
increasing a college · students'. fund, 
destined to help furnish a new women 'I'" 
co Hege at St. Lucia. 
.At the beginning of the year ,we wel­
comed back Miss Bage, and · are . please<l 
to say we still have with us Miss George, 
who '\Vas Acting Principal during Miss 
Bage 's absence. Only four freshers came 
into residence in March. Since then the 
arrival o·f a fifth has raised our .nnml:)erR 
to twenty-one. 
The annnal inter-house tennis match 
was held on June 25th, when ''Warra­
wee" w.on the day. 
• • • 
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The library has been enr]ched by refer­ J\1r. Allen , to encnura,ge our developinl!
r.Hce books bought with the interest from a<'sthetic sense. gave us a melodious gong- . 
the Bourne Memorial Fnud and the '£here, Mr. Eclitor, we l1ave' tried to 
Co1lege War Bond, be~ides gifts fnm1 Mis~ obey the accented rule of tt:~11ing no 
Bage and students. secrets. 
--**-­
Letter to the Editor 
Dear Sir, 
l\~ay I beg the privilege of using a 
little of the valuable space of your highly 
e~teemed and widely read publication in 
order to draw your attention to what 
must be either a most deplorable omis­
sion or a grave and far reaching mistak·e 
in editorial po·licy in your last issue. I 
refer obviously to the absence from her 
accustomed place in the article dealing 
with University Sport of the energetic 
young lady who has for so long dominat­
ed that pag·e. 
Quite· apart from the claims which this 
drawing should have upon "Galmahra" 
as a work of art and as a study of human 
anatomy-and these ar~ by no means 
light-there is the wider, infinitely more 
important aspect of its symbolic sugge.s­
tion. 
Symbols are sacred ! And the young-
Iady in question is sym bo lie in her evny 
aspect. She symbolises Spo·rt in its 
every phase. The verve of attack. the 
abandon of victory. Iler arms nrep.ared 
for sound defense, 11er nether limbs en­
gaged in vigorous offensfrr. 
What a warning she is against th:=· 
dangers of specialisation. SeP her in tlH• 
very act of kicking a footb:-ill. lifting n 
dumb-beJl and swinging a clnh nt one ann 
the same time. Could an>T presidinQ' 
spirH show a · more compl<'te interrst in 
thr comprehensive realm of sport?. 
Officially she has been nameler-::s, bn 1­
each one of your many male rea<lers hac: 
nrobably given her ·.::i .. nnmr- find assrime<1 
tl1e responsibrnHes of a lovine: go·<l-father. 
To me she will ahvays hP ''Gertic-tlrn 
Go<lilPss of Games." ]Vh. "FJ({itor ~·on have 
removed the Goddess from her shrine ! 
Such sacrilege will surely never go uu­
punished. 
Amend your mistake I implore you: 
otherwise, yo'll may go down to a di;.;­
gusted posterity as the editor who pnsbed 
the "Gal" out of Galm ahra. 
I am, Sir, 
Yours etc._ 
Constant Reader. 
(We might explain, though we do not 
offer an apology, that our first joyful duty 
of the year was to· remove this deity. 
A lady who, in her moments of morning 
exercises, vigorously repels her friends 
with her feet is no friend of ours. A 
lady who, in such an inadequate c.c>stume, 
would, as our correspondent suggest's, -go 
on to the football field armed with a club 
is, we believe, not acting in the best in­
terests of womanhood. No, whether the 
lady's main concern is club exercises and 
her leg offensive is a secondary con.sider­
ciJio-n, or whether her chief interest E0s 
in football ancl her flourish of the club is 
mrroly by the way-howeYer we look at 
her actions, we feel that she is not show­
ing the best side of sportsmanship, and is 
certainly acting as none o·f our lacly 
friPncls would do. 
Gertie ha8 gone from ns. The Goddess 
is no more. And, though we regret that 
we should alienate the feelings of eYen 
one constant reader, Gertie must go. And 
now, for the first time fm· many years, our 
male readers will be able to devote them­
selves to the ne'ivs of thf' Sports page 
instead of spending thrir time meditat]ng 
on a frma lf" lcg.-Erl.). 
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Vestibularia 
'l'he Government has dceided ·to 
increase the number of Entl'ance BcJiolar­
ships to 1he University from 20 to 26 per 
annum as from the lst January next. A 
maximum of three of the. e .'Cholarships 
will be available for Diploma Holdel's 
of the Queensland Agricultural · High 
School and College who haYe fulfilled 
matriculation requirements of the 
University and · whose work throughout 
their Diploma course show.. that they are 
student~ o.f "scholarship" ability. 
'l'he Department of Public T.nstruct1on 
announces also that fonr scholan;hips 1o 
the University for ·students reading for 
the Diploma of Agriculture are being 
made available by the Go·vernment n . ..: 
from the beginning of thr c111Te·11t 
acarlemic year. 
.Advice has been received that the 
University of Oxford has decided to 
recognise the Renior Public Examination 
of the University of Queensland aR equiv 
alent to Responsions at Oxford. The 
passing in certain specified subjects· in 
the 'Senior Public Examination wlJI be 
necessary; 
Mr. T. C. Beirne has · been elected 
Warden of the University Council for th<' 
ensuing year. We extend o·m hearty 
congratulations to Mr. Beirne. 
A donation ·of tw.enty-fiv<' guin<'as to 
the Queenslaincl University Book of Bf'ne­
factions was received from the · Institu­
tion of Engineers, Australia (Brisbane 
Division) ; the amount is to be clevotec·1 
to such purposes as the ·Faculty of 
Engineering may determine. 
We congratulate Mr. W. K ::\1. 
L'Estrange on his election to the Senate. 
Alexander J. MacDonald, lVLB., ha~ 
been appointed by the Senate to repre­
sent this University at the Centena1·y 
Cele,hrati0ins of the University of Toro-11 to 
fo be held in October nrx:t. 
\Ve wish to express our sympathy wHl1 
the relatives of the late Dr. W. F. Taylor. 
Professor Hawken has accepted the 
invitation extended t0 him by the Queens­
land Government to- r<'prN::ent tfiis Sta t<' 
at the Conference, which it is ni·orosrd 
to hold in Melhonmr, to consi<le1· the 
formatio·n of an Austrafom AssM.iation 
for Simplifif'a Practice. 
rrl1c ~1inwncc Uommittce of the Benate 
is arranging for further as.'istance i11 
Surveying and further permanent assist­
ance in the Department of External 
Studies. 
The Senate has decided, on the recom­
mendation of the Buildings and Grounds 
Committee, to ask student':l to place thci;· 
mofor cars along the roadway in front of 
the main building. 'rhr. qnestjon of 
painting the common rooms has bee11 
referred to the Buildings and Grounds 
Committee ·for report. 
The Brisbane City Council has announc·­
ed that it will provide means of access to 
St. Lucia consisting o·f a vehicular ferry 
and tram or bus, when building on the 
site is begun arid the ne·ed arises. It will 
-be niany years before a bridge can be 
built. · • 
The University has awal'ded the- two 
Government Gold Medals, for outstaind­
ing merit, fo Miss E. H. Raybould. Fir~t-.; 
in Mathematics, and to A. K. Denmead, 
Firsts in Geolog-y. This is thr firsf timf' 
in three years that the medals have been 
awarded. 
ProfeRsor Richards and Professor 
Steele are members of the Advisory Oil 
Board, appointed by th<' Minister for 
Mines to investigate Natural Oil 
possioiJities and proanctjon in Queens­
land. 
,E. A. 0 'Connor, M.Sc., A~sistan ~ 
Lecturer in Chemistry, is lraving us ~n 
Aug-ust to take up rese::irch in Physic<l l 
Chemistry at Emmainnel CoUege, Cam­
bridge. He has obtained two ~r ears' leave 
from the Senate and ho1ws to return 
nnder the burden of the letters Ph.D. 
Rev. E. H. Strugnell, once vice-vVarde11 
of St. John's College is actin? Principal 
at the Boys' Grammar School, Box ITill. 
near Melbomme. · · 
Prof. F. W. S. Cumbrae-Stevrnrt ha~ 
been honoured by the a<ldition of K.C.. 
to his share of the alphabet. We ten<ler 
the Professor and foe School of f;aw 0111· 
con!!ratnlatio·nR for this rrcognition. 
We s~rmpathiRe "iYith Profe:::;.sor Michie 
on the losR of his son. 
A. G. BPrg, B.E., has availed 1rimsplf 
of a free paRsage to U.S.A. whf're 11<' i~ 
cntrring the sf'rvicc of tlir- Orn<'rfd 
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Electric Co. aH a memher of their schonl 
for Graduate Engineers. 
Miss Ruth Griffiths, B.A., with second:-; 
in Philo-sophy, has been awarded tlw 
Government Travelling Scholarship for 
1927. She leaves shortly for Cambridge 
to take up residence in Newnham. 
Eric Partridge, who was at the Univer­
sity in 1914 and 1919-1921, has just pub­
lished ''Robert Eyres Landor, a Sketch'' 
a1nd "Selections from Robert Landor"; 
there is also a fine-art edition of thesr 
two works combined. The books arc 
issued by the Fanfrolic Press, of which 
the 'leading light' is Jack Lindsay, well 
known to undergraduates of a £,ew years 
ago. So 'that this is an all-" Galmahra" 
productio·n. 
I.mcy Shaw is now Head Mistress of 
"Clarendo1n," the Presbyterian Girls' 
School 'at Ballarat. "Tonv" :Smith is_ 
teaching at the High Scb~ol, Lii:::more; 
Gladyi::: Seaward at the Church of Eng­
lan cl Girls' School, Newcastle ; Alice 
Mills at the Presbyterian Girls' Schoo·l, 
Bowral; Con. Cherry at the State High 
-School, Mt. Morgam; Mairi Mackillop at 
the Brisbane High -School for Girls. 
Alison Hopper goes to St. Kilda 's South 
port, joinilllg there S1iaJn"ie and ;Lexie 
Drake, Minnie :Mcculloch and Gwen 
Horton. 
A. R. Trist, B.Sc., Dip. For., was 
married recently to Miss I. Prieb'e. :Mr. 
and Mrs. Trist left- early in .June for 
U.S.A. where he will continue his stl'1dies 
in Forestry at Yale. We ho·pe he leaves 
before the family develop the Yankre 
accent. · 
Miss E. Frances Craig, after a year 'i::: 
study in Prance, has returned to · tl1e 
B.G.H.S. as Acting Principal. 
Helen I1eslie is teaching at the State 
Iligh School aind giving · httoria ls in 
Physics at the Women's College. 
. Ethel Campbell is teachjng at the 
Presbytrrian Lad!es' College, Goulburn, 
and playjng hockey with a local tram. 
"Bird" -Walker is raising cattle · and 
felling trees at "Moonbah," near St. 
George. 
Alma Dent writes ac1Yrrtisrme1nts or 
Romething in Finneys. 
•Tean Dowrie and Jock ·watson have 
bC'gun life's journey togetlwr. They a l'f' 
leaving ns in Nowmber by the Ul;vsses. 
Jock ha:-; hce11J granted one of the Ship­
ping Company's free passage::;, and j8 
entering tfrn service of the Glasgow Gas 
Works. 
P. R. ("Inky") Steve.nson has taken 
his B.A. at Oxford with a second-class in 
Modern Greats. We have not heard his 
-facile pen of late. 
· Doug. Henderson and Alison BurreH 
were married recently. Mrs Henderson 
spemt a portion of her honeymoon most 
profitably by donning the Me belt and 
rescuing a young lady who was being­
carried out to sea at Caloundra. \Ve co11 ­
gratulate her on h~r performance. 
Henry Greenhalgh aind MisR Gwen 
George also joined the happy throng at 
Southport.... recently. We offer th-em otir 
felicitations: 
Miss Harriet ·Foggon, B.A.. left recent­
ly for ft tom of the British Isles and 
France, wbere she will make a snecial 
study of langua.ges and education:i1 
methods. · 
Ferg. Wood and Miss Millicent Stand. 
ish have taken the firi:::t step i.n the GreaJ 
-Adventure. 
We sympathise with Mr. H. G. Tom 
mernp in his recent illness, and are nfoas ­
ed to hear that he has now resumed lec­
tures as usual. 
Tom Milfull, we understand, is cngag-­
ed. He has our congratulations. 
~'Iiss Marge Park has bee1n appointed to 
Mt. Morg;m High School. 
Mr. -McMillan, lecturer in Plant Breed­
ing, i-s away on his honeymoon. · 
h C. Fisher is Automotive Engineer to 
Ranson and Dobson. 
IT. H. Knight is ditto in General Motor" 
JAd. 
G-. J. Laycock lives at J.JeO 's. ann ht>­
tween times he sails the sformv sea. It 
j~ rnmonred that lrn 'is one of the causes 
of t11e be::ims of light whicl1 shoot out to 
!:tniclr the wrarv marinrr ai;vrtv fro111 
D::ivv .Joines. · · 
Alf. McCulloch ha~ bren ::idm ittrd tr• 
the <legree of M.E., an<l mrtkes ldmspJf 
felt in Rockhampton. 
We extem1 0111· sympath~· to Owen 
.Ton es. wl10 ha~ irnt been in tlie he~t of 
hralth of ];:ifr ]n rambridgr. 
G-eo1·gc 8C'aman m1<l Miss 1\farjor·i1~ 
Aldr1· have a.nnonnccd their engageme11t. 
We c>ongratt1late them, 
Augu8t, H.127. G.AL:MA.llltA. 
Al'chie Dougla8, B.l::lc., now era ve::> a 
l:LK a::; w~ll. Uo it lad! 
Eva Julius is teaching at the Ceulral 
'l'echnical College. 
Isabel Walker is following the same 
vocation at the Glennie in Toowoomba. 
Ethel Raybould, the wrnner of one u t 
the gold medals awanle<l. lor out::;ta.nduJ;; 
merit, doe::; the Applied. l\latll::;. tuluna1.-. 
at the Women's College, and Mary Rud.­
dell the Latin. 
Eric and Dori::; Fi~:d1er, with their 
family, have taken up their abode . at 
Parramatta. He wa::; appointed thi::; yea.t 
to the staff of the King 'i:l School. 
Gordon and Mary Fisher, with theH 
family, now of two, have gone to Arm1-­
dale, he to teach at the Boys' Gramma.i· 
Schoo·l there. 
Several graduates are travell:llng abr.oad · 
Olive Forma1n, Annie Peterson, Lottie 
Ho·dgens, and N oela Harris. Mary 
Stephenson, who was granted a free pas­
sage to England, left by the ''Ormonde'' 
in July. 
Mrs. H.. Champ (formerly Miss Ina 
Schacht) has now a baby boy. Cheers l 
Madalen Hulbert, who is s.till on tl1·l 
staff o·f the Girls' Grammar School, Rock 
hampto1n, visited the '\Vomen 's Collegu 
and the 'Varsity recently. 
Katharine McGregor, tlh~ first 'voma:n.. 
to be admitted to the Bar in Qneem;lancl, 
is assisting her father with legal work. 
Ursula McConnel is at. the Anrulnm 
Mission Station, in the . Gulf Country, 
doing research work in anthro·pology. 
Merve Rankin, Dip. Fo1>., has taken hh; 
B.Sc. at Adelaide, and is surveying for 
the Forest Service at Yarraman. 
N. E . Moore Raymond helps the "Daily 
Mail'' run its affairs. 
G. W. Barlow is with A. E. Harding 
F1rew. 
L . H. F 'aldt and J. S. Rowe are with tbe 
City Electric Light. We have n•i donbt 
that they are responsible for the annoy­
ing variations in our supply. 
.Frank Griffiths, B.E., aids the P.l\1.G. to 
run his electrical department. 
Orma Smith has left on a tour ol 
1£urope. 
.Les. Brown, B.A., is in the 'l'itle::; Office, 
"Bung" W. R. Wi111k8 is about to be 
tope<l in among the manied member:::.. 
\V c offer our blessing. 
A. P. Muir has _ joined t11e "Daily 
Mail.'' 
Agnes Sandilands teaches at the P.G.C.. 
Warwick. · 
Esme Smith follows a similar vo·cation 
at S't. Arnne '::;, "rownsville. 
Joyce Campbell train::; the young id<:'1t 
:n rroowoomha High School. 
''Blue'' Hulbert thinks dentistry is the 
coming thing on the biological horiZO'n. 
Prank Moorhom;e teaches at the C.rr.C., 
, and spends his spare time doing houonrs 
zoology. ­
rrhe latest lleWS about F. II. wmiamso·n 
is that he has a wife. 
Monty White is doing Honour::; Chem­
istry. He spent some of hii; surplus 
energy frt Nevvcastle Hospital, but is now 
'nll on the mend. · 
P.A:W. ('l1otny) .Anthony, B.E., etc., the 
first President of the Univen.;ity Union, 
has left the employ o.f the Cairns IIydro­
Electric Investigation Board, and has 
bern appointed Engineer Manager of the 
Cairins Electric Authority. 
Marge Bulcock spends her spare time 
rlecorating- the interior of h~r h01m~. i:;o 
she tells us. 
Ron Munden. B.Sc., is stationed ::i.t. 
Gogango., r1ear Rockhampton, and breech; 
insects to clear pear for the Prickly Pear 
fiomuiission. Cactoblastis · cactornrr.. 
Dactylopius tomentosi.rn a·nd · Moneileml\ 
ulkei are hi.s plaything-s·. Half-a-dozen 
. kinds of Opuntias heap thef r curses upon 
hi.m. 
• • • 
• • 
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Ex Cathedra. 
We could have no better opening to 
this page than an apology fo1· our sins 
and omissions. rrhe sins are many. 111 
the last number of '' Galmahra,'' owing 
to an oversight, the name of Miss Gladys 
Halstead, as W omelJ. 's Representative o.n 
the Committee o.f '' Galmahra'' wa8 
omitted from the title page. We wish to 
apologise for the omission. 
Further. ou page 3 of that i8~me , thr 
number was given as Vol. III., No. 7. 
rrhis should have been Vol. IV, No. 1. 
Mr. Eric Partridge wi:-;hes the follow­
ing l:itatement to he made, conectjng twc 
errors in his article on Ambrose Bierce 
in the October number, 1926:-"1849 was 
evidently a misprint for 1839, but the 
actual date of Bierce 's birth was 1842 
and instead of Arthur Symons the edito; 
of "Ten Tales" should have been A. J.P. 
Symons. · 
• 
rrhere has been the usual difffoulty of 
o·btaining copy. 'l'he monotonous admis­
sion of undergraduates that they have no 
ideas, cannot think of a subject, or are 
quite incapable of writing is, in its very 
candour, amazing. And since four out 
of five people to whom an appeal is made 
give at least one of those three time-wo-ru 
replies, one can but hope that the admi8­
sion is no admission, but mer·ely an 
evasion. Subjects are innumerable. 
Bath mats, Victorian lyrics, housemaid';> 
knee, the works of Aldous Huxley- there 
is no end to the variety of to·picR that 
spring to ~rne '8 mind. Most probably the 
two other excuses are .no more plausible. 
Most undergraduates should need merely 
to get into the habit of writing. rrhe 
trouble is to· persuade them that it is not 
an evil habit. 
There was a time in the history of the 
magazine when the University troke out 
into an orgy of light verse. DHigent stu­
dents wrote it; so did the Captain o·f the 
:B1ootball Ulub. .Most of it, no clonut, wa:-; 
bad. But some wa8 good, and· any of it Was 
hetter than nothing at all. rrhink ' of the 
editorial joy8 in those days of a well­
filled W.P.B. in contra::;t to the mmal 
meagre basket of broken fragment::;. \Ve 
do not necessarily plead for another 
epiden:Lic of comic verse. But we clo· pray 
for an epidemic. 
rl'hircl term is approaching-. rl'he time 
is ripe for curses on the examination 
syst~m, m~ditations on lifo in general, 
gushmgs of ·the Bpring-many topier:; fo i' 
pro~e and verse. We implore you to seud 
us that prose and verse. 
* • • 
vVe wi8h to thank Pl'ofessor Hichanb 
for the gift of several back numbers of 
the Magazine urge:ntly needed for the 
set in the Union Library. The l.1ibrarv 
still requires a copy o·f the Octobe.r 19]~ 
uumber of the ''University of Queens­
Jand Magazine,'' and one of the Commem. 
Song Book for 1922. We ·would .be 
p~eased if any readers c·o·uld supply us 
with these. · 
Excha.nges. 
vv_e acknowledge with thanlrn haviug 
received the following exchange:-;: 
Hermes, Melbourne University Maga~ine. 
'l'he J?lack Swan, University College 
l\fagazme (London) ; The Viking, rrhe 
S~u~hportonian, '11be Link, The Conda­
numan, Rockhampton Grammar School 
1\faga·zine; The Syclneian. 'l'he Newh10·_ 
tonian, .King':-; School Magazine; '1.1l~e 
l\1elbul'rnan; St. Peter 's Colle(J'e .MaO'azine. 
rrb e \Vaitakian, The Taran~kian e OtaO'~ 
B0ys' High School Mag~zine. ' b 
Illustm.tions: We wish to thank the 
proprietors of the Brisbane "Dailv Mail" 
~nd th~ "BriRbane Courjer" for" matel'­
1als to illustrate this issue. 

